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INTRODUCTION

For many years, the major issues facing the foreign language
teaching profession have been debated and discussed in terms of
dichotomies. "We talk of methods as either inductive or deduc-
tive; of syllabuses as either structurally Or situationally
ordered; of learners as either instrumentally or integratively
motivated" (Gaies 1980, p. 2). Likewise, language practice has
been characterized as manipulative or communicative; language
tests as discrete-point or integrative; learning environments as
natural or contrived; language competence as learned or acquired.
Although most educators realize that such terms represent oppo-
site ends of a continuum, and that in reality, methods, sylla-
buses, learners, tests, and learning environments fall somewhere
in between, the rhetoric of the language-teaching profession in
the recent past has been, for the most part, focused on the
contrasts and not on the commonalities in our thinking.

In the 1980s, however, a new unifying trend is emerging
within the profession, indicating that foreign. language educa-
tors might be ready at last for a consensus. There is no doubt
that professional unity on a national scale has been prompted by
the President's Commission on Foreign Language and International
Studies. The National Conference on Professional Priorities,
held in 1980 in Boston in conjunction with the ACTFL annual
meeting, is one example of a direct effort to promote unifica-
tion of purpose and action among language teachers in this
country. Some of the recommendations emerging from that con-
ference (Proceedings 1981) have begun to take root in various
ways. The most important outcome has undoubtedly been the
creation of the ACTFL/ETS "Stepladder Project,"1 which is
engaged in developing standard and universally acceptable lan-
guage proficiency guidelines for listening, speaking, reading,
writing, and culture across languages. These guidelines can be
used to chazacterize any given language user's proficiency at
any stage of development. (Sample provisionary guidelines for
speaking are provided in Appendix B.)

There is little doubt that such a conmon standard of meas-
urement is needed:2 not only will it lead to better articulation
between stages of language study in academic settings, but it
will also enable teachers, students, and "consumers" to measure
more accurately the real outcomes of instruction, thereby satis-
fying the needs of government, business, and industry to place
language students appropriately in positions where foreign lan-
guage skills are necessary,. At the classroom level, such profi-
ciency guidelines can serve to shape the future curriculum, when
materials, activities, and achievement tests begin to reflect
proficiency goals more directly (see Omaggio 1983). By arriving
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at a consensus about what language proficiency means, teachers
will be able to measure outcomes against a common yardstick, and
the profession will have come a long way toward establishin the

unity that is absolutely vital to its own survival on the Antaxi
can scene.

What It Is to "Know" a Language

To arrive at a consensus about language proficiency, we as a
profession must share a common understanding of what it is to
know a language. What do students have to know, in terms of
grammar, vocabulary, sound discrimination and production, socio-
linguistic appropriateness, kinesics, cultural understanding,
and the like in order to know a language well enough to use it
for some real-world purpose? What should language learners be
able to do at any given stage of proficiency, be it "novice,"
",.ntermediate," "advanced," "superior," or "near-native" in
order to fultuLion in the language in some defined situation or
capacity?3

The answers to such questions, though still the subject of
some debate, seem to be coalescing in the recent literature on
language competence. It is clear that definitions of language
proficiency ought to include some reference to grammatical,
sociolinguistic, strategic, and discourse competence, as defined
by Canale and Swain (1981) and summarized in Appendix A of the
Ontario Assessment Instrument Pool (1980). The essential

characteristics of these facets of proficiency are summarized
below:

Grammatical competence. Includes knowledge of lexical items
and of rules of pronunciation/spelling, word formation, and sen-
tence formation. Implies mastery of the features and rules of

the Language code itself. "Such competence is an important con-
cern for any communicative approach whose goals include provid-
ing learners with the knowledge of how to understand and express
accurately the literal meaning of utterances" (p. xxviii).

Sociolinguistic competence. Addresses the extent to which
grammatical forms can be used or understood appropriately to
communicate in various sociolinguistic contexts. Another con-

cern is the degree of politeness conveyed.
Discourse competence. Involves mastery of combining senten-

ces and ideas to achieve unified spoken or written text through
cohesion in form and coherence in thought. "Cohesion deals with
how utterances are linked structurally in a text and how the
literal meaning of a text is interpreted....Coherence concerns
the relationships among the different ideas in a text..."
(p. xxix).

Strategic competence. Involves knowledge of verbal and non-
verbal communication strategies that can be used to compensate
for breakdowns in communication due to interference, distrac-
tion, or insufficient knowledge (pp. xxviii-xxx).
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Note how the importance of grammatical accuracy, minimized
somewhat in the 1970s with the rhetoric surrounding the term
"communicative competence," has re-emerged in the newest defini-
tions of this berm as cited above. Higgs and Clifford (1982)
argue that the
in determining
cifinitions in

grammaticality of utterances is a crucial factor
levels of language proficiency. They claim that
the early and mid-1970s of "communicative com-

petence," in which conveyance of one's essential meaning was
considered to be of primary importance and accuracy of form was
clearly secondary, "were based on faulty assumptions. A major
problem with the popular definitions of "communicative com-
petence" was that there was no analysis of the complexity of
linguistic functions needed by communicators in a variety of
real-world contexts beyond very elementary survival situations'

Instead, the apparent assumption (was] that the same
communication skills that allow one to obtain food in a
restaurant would also serve to negotiate a business
contract or an international treaty. Furthermore,
little consideration [was] given to the accuracy of the
message conveyed in terms of the hypothetical listener.
Clearly, it is easier to order a meal than it is to con-
vince a businessman through logical argumentation that
his financial interests are best served by the firm or
government one is representing (p. 59).

The question that must be asked, then, when determining the
communicative competence of second language users is not "Were
the students able to communicate?" but rather "What were they
able to communicate, and how well?" The what refers to (1) the
topic or context (message
to be performed in that context.
linguistic accuracy and cultural
produced. Function, content, and
three coexisting and interrelated
teria applied when describing all
ciency. These three interrelated

content) and (2) the language function
The how well relates to the
authenticity of the language
accuracy must serve as the
hierarchies of judgmental cri-
levels of language profi-
criteria form the core of the

newly revised (1982) Interagency Language Roundtable (ILR) defi-
nitions of proficiency described earlier and of tha ACTFL/ETS
Rating Scales. (See sample guidelines in Appendix 8.) Without
considering all three criteria, "...no judgment of general lan-
guage proficiency or 'communicative competence' can be made"
(Higgs and Clifford, p. 60).

Encouraging Accuracy in Early Language Learning

Recent research using performance profiles of second
language learners at the CIA Language School has revealed
another very interesting and significant phenomenon that has
far-reaching implications for curriculum, methodology, and
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testing. It seems that attention to accuracy is fundamental in
early language-learning situations if one is to attain more than
a minimal competence in the second language. Recent analyses of
students who have not been able to meet performance standards at
ILR Level 3 or better have led to the discovery of the phenome-
non referred to as the "terminal 2."

The rating is associated with students who enter
training with a level 2 proficiency but who peak out at
level 2+. They do not progress to level 3, and thus
never attain the linguistic skills needed to reach mini-
mum job proficiency standards (Higgs and Clifford,
p. 65).

In other words, the fossilized lexical and grammatical
structures that these students have acquired are generally not
remediable. There is also a terminal profile that has been
identified at the 1+ level, usually the product of "street

learning." The authoLs argue that it is the existence of these
cases of fossilized language behavior that should make us recon-
sider the push of the 1970s toward "communication" without ade-
quate concern for linguistic accuracy.

The terminal cases whose foreign language background had
included only an academic environment all came from
language programs that either were taught by instructors
who themselves had not attained grammatical mastery of
the target language--and hence were not able to guide
their students into correct usage--or by instructors who
had chosen not to correct their students' mistakes for
philosophical, methodological, or personal reasons
(Higgs and Clifford, p. 68).

The implications for curriculum, methodology, and testing
are clear: a concern for accuracy seems to be vital to the
eventual "linguistic health" of learners who wish to progress
beyond the survival level in their skill development.

A decision to strive for linguistic accuracy from the
beginning of language instruction does not imply a de-emphasis
of communicative language use in the classroom.

No reasoned interpretation of the data suggests a return
to grammar-translation or classical mim-mem audiolingual
methodologies. What is implied is the systematic recoy'
nition of the ultimate role that linguistic accuracy
plays in the achievement of true communicative compe-
tence, in which it truly does matter how the message is
transmitted (Higgs and Clifford, p. 77).

4
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Teaching for accuracy, then, should not negate the value of
communicative language use as a goal of instruction, nor of
approaches to language learning that encourage functional lan-
guage use in context. Rather than continuing to think in terms
of dichotomies, contrasting "linguistic competence" with "commu-
nicative competence," we should be thinking instead of achieving
a coalescence of all relevant performance factors when we speak
of "communication" as an instructional goal.

The implications of the Higgs and Clifford research as well
as of the theoretical work of Canale and Swain (1981) are clear
for all types of language testing. There is no doubt that we
are making great strides as a profession in developing better
general or "absolute"4 proficiency tests that will measure lan-
guage proficiency through a merger of the criteria of function,
content, and accuracy. We cannot generally claim the same prog-
ress, however, in classroom achievement testing. In fact, few
classroom achievement tests reflect the thinking of the 1970s,
let alone the 1980s. They tend to be largely discrete-point in
nature, reflecting behavioristic language-learning theories
popular two decades ago, and testing linguistic accuracy almost
always out of context. It is this incongruence between our com-
mon proficiency goal statements as a profession and the course-
specific achievement tests by which we typically measure those
goals at the classroom level that will be addressed in this
publication.

Testing Achievement in the Classroom: A Need for Reappraisal

Approaches to language teaching have undergone some extraor-
dinary changes in the past twenty years, yet traditional methods
of evaluating progress have been conserved in most foreign
language classrooms. This situation has resulted in an ever-
widening gap between the description of course goals--often in
terms of proficiency statements--and their measurement. Such a
gap can erode or even destroy the effect that a particular
curricular revision was meant to produce, no matter how innova-
tive or creative the new materials or methods might be. This is
true because the nature of evaluation, "...that is, the content
of the tests and the method by which grades are assigned,
reflects more accurately than any lengthy statement of aimsoind
purposes the real objectives of instruction" (Valette 1978,
p. 90). As Bartz (1976) stated in an article on testing com-
munication skills:

If the message to the students in today's classroom is
that they should be able to communicate in the foreign
language, tests which measure their ability to com-
municate must be administered. A close look at testing
in today's foreign language classroom, however, reveals
quite clearly that such a message is not being conveyed.

5
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Instead, the message is that the real objective
foreign language instruction is the development cf the

ability to carry' out =bundant grammatical exercises
(pp. 52-53).

Figure 1, an excerpt from a typical achievement test in
first-year college French, shows quite clearly how many nurrent

classroom tests convey that message.
Of the three criteria for proficiency testing mentioned

earlier--function, content, and accuracy--only the third is
represented to any extent on this classroom achievement test.
Language is not being tested as it functions naturally in a

context; rather, it is bein' tested in a "piecemea:" fashion,

with no logical continuation between items in terms of their

content. It is true that in most sections of the test a
sentence-length "context" has been provided. Yet it is usually

not necessary to read the whole sentence in order to fill in the

correct answer. Hosenfeld's research (1976) has shown that many

students successfully "short-circuit" test items of this type, a

fact that contributes further to the impression that many stu-

dents have success on language tests involves learning gram-

matical "tricks" rather than processing language meaningfully in

a larger context.
In sections I through V of this book, alternative formats

for classroom achievement testing will be presented and dis-

cussed. These formats are suggested as a possible starting
point for revising classroom tests so that they reflect language

proficiency goals more directly; that is, classroom a'3hievement

tests, like general proficiency tests, should focus on context,

function, and accuracy by presenting language in "naturalistic"

or "authentic" contexts. Only then will success on course-
specific achievement tests relate in any direct way to improve-

ment in "absolute" proficiency, as measured on such general

proficiency tests. as the ILR interview.
The item formats suggested here, then, are "proficiency-

oriented," yet they still retain some of the characteristics of

achievement tests, since test items are structured to provide

specific feedback on the mastery of course-specific Iaterial.

These same formats can be adapted and used for classrcom

instructional activities as well. In fact, since a rest fun-

damentally a task to be observed and evaluated, it seems logi-

cal, and indeed advisable, that we use the same types of tasks

in language practice activities as we use in testing.

The Case for "Hybrid" Classroom ' sts

In order to revise our present classroom tests, it is not

enough to simply "tack on" a few global or communicative items

to an existing "traditional" test instrument such as the one in

Figure 1, or to administer periodically a few "communication"

6
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Fig. 1. "Typical" grammar

I, Fill in the blanks with the
necessary. (10 points)

A. Je ne regrette pas
site.

B. I1 n'a pas commence
C. Mon prof m'a conseill6

jot.rs.

D. Je d6teste

test items.

preposition a or de where

gtre 4tudiant A cette univer-

apprendre un mintier.

venir en classe tous les

1.6te" parce qu'il fait trop chaud....

II. Complete the translations. (6 points)

rt

expresses
H. Hier, ils . Yesterday, they

bought an
C. Mon pAre nous a racont . My father told us

a shocking story.
D. est un droit. Voting is a right.

, on exprime ses
one's opinion.
opt achet
interesting book.

opinions. By voting, one

III. Fill in the blan'.cs with the correct form of the subjunc-
tive of the verb indicated. (25 ooints)

A. 71 faut quills me voir.
(venir)

B. Il est possible que je, a la maison ce soir.

C. Ii est possible que nous
(gtre)

(avoir)
de l'argent....

IV. Substitutions. Replace the underlined words with the
words in parentheses and make all necessary changes. (20
points)

A. D'habitude, je me levais a 7 heures. (hier)
B. Vous recevez de jolis cadeaux. (tu)....

(I. A. I do not regret being a student at this university.
B. He has not begun learn a trade.
C. My professor advised me "Come to class every day.
D. I hate summer becaTI;l's too hot.

III. A. It's necessary that they see me. (to come)
B. It is possible that I at home this evening.

(to be)
C. It is possible that we some money. (to have)

IV. A. Usually, I got up at 7:00. (yesterday)
B. You receive pretty gifts. (you, familiar form))

7
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tests and average them somehow into a final grade. Such an

approach would serve to reconfirm the impression students may
already have that learning the phonology, grammar, and vocabu-
lary of the foreign language is one thing, and using the
language in some genuine fashion is another. Instead, it seems
that we need to develop a kind of "hybrid" testing program,
devising achievement tests in which naturalistic, communicative
language is used as much as possible. Traditional discrete-
point item formats built around random lists of disconnected
sentences have no place on such an exam. All items should be
embedded in naturalistic discourse-length contexts rather than
in single-phrase or sentence-length frames.

Wesche ;1981) supports this point of view in her discussion
of communicative testing, pointing out the importance of testing
language use beyond the sentence level:

Language testing which does not take into account propo-
sitional and illocutionary development beyond the sen-
tence level, as well as the interaction between language
behavior and real-world phenomenon, is at best getting
at only a part of communicative competence. Small

wonder that we often find that a student's success at
second-language classroom exercises and tests appears to
bear little relationship to his or her ability to use
the language effectively in a real-world situation
(pp. 552-53).

She goes on to argue that natural language always occurs in
both a discourse context and an extrilinguistic context, and
thL.t tnerefore, "the language and the tasks that we use in our
tests must have the characteristics of real language in use
(p. 553). Furthermore, "research suggests that second languages
are best acquired as well as tested through their naturalistic

use in context" (p. 554). Another consideration is the high
motivational value of teaching and testing language skills in
realistic contexts. Students feel that language learning is

more relevant when the tasks they are asked to do resemble

authentic language use situations. Shohamy (1982) found that
students had a favorable attitude toward oral interviews, for

example, for this reason.
If we accept the premise that the language presented on the

test instrument should be contextualized and integrative in
natur.e, it is clear that we must abandon the single-sentence
formats typically used in the past in achievement testing. Yet

because we are giving achievement tests throughout the course of
instruction more often than we administer proficiency tests, we
still need tit' be able to analyze our students' performance in
terms of specific course objectives: that is, the upecific
grammar and vocabulary items to be mastered in a given unit of

study need to be elicited directly on the test instrument in

8
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order to provide information on mastery of the material and spe-
cific diagnostic feedback. The "trick," then, that must be
mastered in designing achievement tests is to create an examina-
tion that will elicit specified features of the target language
within naturalistic discourse.

The "hybrid" tests described in the following pages are an
attempt to do this by "artfully combining grammar and context,
structure and situation" (Slager 1978). On such tests, some
items might be open-ended, while others require more specific,
convergent answers. Sections of the test that focus on discrete
points of grammar or vocabulary, blended in a naturalistic con-
text, enable teachers to test for mastery of specific features
of the language and to provide more specific feedback on
recently learned material than is often possible on more global
proficiency tests.

While some open-ended or global item types might be included
in each unit test or quiz, separate, more extensive oral or
written general achievement tests might also be scheduled as
part of the overall testing program, enabling the teacher to
determine how well students have synthesized all the information
learned thus far in a given course of study. Of course, at any
time an instructor may also wish to conduct an oral interview or
other general proficiency test to determine the students' oer-
all level of proficiency on a scale such as the one being devel-
oped by ACTFL and ETS.

Characterizing Test Items and Item Types

In order to compare traditional testing methods with the
methods to be proposed in the following sections, it would be
useful to classify test item types in some way. Figure 2 pre-
sents a schema by which test items can be located on a set of
two intersecting axes.

The vertical axis represents a continuum relating to the
"naturalness" of the language on the test. Items at the top por-
tion of the continuum would be rather unnatural, in terms of
their relationship to genuine language in use, whereas items at
the bottom of the continuum would be taken directly from natural
discourse. For example, the series of single-sentence frames on
the typical French test in Figure 1 would fall along the top
portion of the continuum, since there is no logical continuation
between sentences, and the language is rather stilted. If, on
the other hand, the test items were created from genuine dis-
course, and each sentence followed the one before it logically,
the test would fall within the bottom portion of the continuum,
toward "natural language." The hybrid test consists of items
drawn mainly from this latter end of the continuum: the language
of the test approaches natural discourse, either by providing a
situationalized context for the test items or by embedding them
in a context created for the test or adapted from genuine texts.

9
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Fig. 2. Locating test items.

SEQUENCE OF SINGLE
SENTENCES OR

PHRASES
(Unrelated to
One Another)

CONVERGENT Items: One

Right Answer Required

be DISCRETE-POINT
(Focuse..) Items or

Integrative Format
Scored by Discrete
Points

SEQUENTIAL,
NATURALISTIC DISCOURSE

10

16

Open-Ended: Many

Answers Post:i';le;

Requires DI ',ENT

Production

GLOBAL Comprehension
Items

4.



In creating contexts for test items, Slager (1978) suggests the
following principles:

. The situation depicted should be relevant and immediately
useful to language learners.

. The content should reflect the level of sophistication of
the students and their knowledge of the world.

. The language should be natural at all times, respecting the
"conditions of elicitation" of certain types of structures
in natural language use.

. Answers required of students should have "truth value."

. Characters used in items should be "realistic" in that they
have personality and relate to the learner's experience in
some way.

. Items should respect sociolinguistic norms.

. The language sample should be short enough so that students
have little difficulty remembering it, but long enough to
provide the necessary context.5

The horizontal axis in Figure 2 represents the specificity
of test items, ranging from those on the left requiring the most
"convergent" or discrete-point answers, to those on the right
requiring more global comprehension and/or "divergent" produc-
tion. In order to blend linguistic and communicative testing
procedures, achievement tests should include items from various
points along this continuum. If one again considers the sample
test items in the traditional grammar test in Figure 1, it is
clear that they would all fall along the extreme left -hand por-
tion of the horizontal axis. Consequently, this type of test
would not reflect proficiency to any extent. Students are not
required to synthesize the bits and, pieces of language they have
been learning for some real-world purpose. In contrast to this,
the hybrid test, which is "proficiency oriented," requires both
meaningful processing and some type of synthesis of linguistic
elements for virtually every item on the test. Communicative
language use underlies the entire testing program, and each
individual test, by its very nature, illustrates to students
that mastery of discrete points of grammar and lexicon has a
"real-world" communicative function.

In the next pages, sope initial ideas for contextualizing
test items in all four skill areas will be presented, and
various levels of grammatical and lexical specificity will be
illustrated. Mixed-skills items will also be discussed. Ideas
for oral proficiency testing, including interviews based on the

11



ACTFL/ETS Rating Scales (see Appendix 13) will be presented in
Section IV. Following the description of item types, concrete
suggestions for creating tests of this type will be offered.
Several examples of hour-).ong unit exams for college French and
Spanish courses will be presented in Appendix A to illustrate
how the combination of various types of items can be achieved.

Most testing formats will be appropriate for beginning and
intermediate levels of foreign language instruction in four-
skill courses, but some ideas might also be adaptable to other
types of courses as curricular options continue to expand in the
future.

12
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I. LISTENING COMPREHENSION FORMATS

Tests of listening skills are perhaps among the easiest to
contextualize; considerable progress has been .mad2 in the past
few years in the development of ideas for testing' listen-
ing comprehension by using simulated communicative settings.
Bartz (1976), Schulz and Bartz (1975), Linder (1977), and
Valette (1977) present a variety of suggestions for listening
test formats, with item types ranging from those requiring the
student to make fairly discrete decisions to those in which glo-
bal comprehension is measured. Other sources for listening
omprehension formats with a communicative focus can be found in

Howard (1980), Mauriac (1980), and in the Ontario Assessment
Instrument Pool (1980). Examples of these ideas will be
included in this section.

The following are some basic formats fcr contextualized
listening tests, synthesized and adapted from the literature on
foreign language testing. Item types are listed in the ceder of
their specificity in terms of task demands, with those requiring
more discrete answers listed first. Note that items fall within
the lower portion of the vertical continuum (See Figure 2),
since they approximate natural, connected discourse. All items
are based on a passage in the target Language, read either once
or twice, depending on the level of difficulty of the speech
sample and on the short-term memory load associated with the
task.

When discussing classroom test formats, it is important to
bear in mind that achievement testing is a formative evaluation
process: in testing situations as well as in instruction, the
goal should be to lead the learners toward eventual comprehen-
sion of genuine Language used in a communicative context. This
goal might best be achieved through successive approximations of
authentic language in use. That is, for beginning students,
listening passages should consist of short, simplified approxi-
mations of natural language rather than authentic texts, since
it is unrealistic to expect the novice to comprehend unedited
speech delivered at native speed, especially under &he pressures
of a testing situation. (Test passages, though corizextualized,
might seem stilted and somewhat artificial at this stage of
instruction.)

In addition, it is advisable to provide a second reading of
the passage for beginning et,adents, whose short-term memory is
effectively shortened due to unfamiliarity with the new code.
When students' skills have progressed beyond the "novice" level,
listening tasks may be structured to approximate more closely
authentic discourse, and repetition of listening passages may be
eliminated. These test items illustrate the variety of language
samples one might choose for listening comprehension tasks,
depending on the level of proficiency expected of learners at a
given stage of instruction.
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A. Grammatical or Lexical Cues

A passage is read and the student is required to listen for
specific lexical or grammatical features embedded in the selec-
tion. Some sample grammatical features might include Listening
for cues to tense, gender, number, and the like. In the example
given in French below, students listen for cues to tense in a
short passage.

Sample 1.

Imagine ou are sitting in a cafe in Paris and are
overhearing snatches of conversation. Can you teal whether
the speakers are talking about present or past events:
Listen carefully for the verbs in each conversation. It you

hear a verb in the past, mark column A. If you hear a verb
in the present, mark column B. There are x verbs in each
conversation.

Short conversational exchanges are then read or played on
tape. In each conversation, a given number of verbs are embed-
ded, either in the present or in the past. The conversation is
played or read once. Then each sentence is read individually
and students mark the appropriate column for each verb they
hear.6

Although the task described above is set up so that students
listen for discrete morphological cues to tense, the fact that
the listening passage is contextualized will mean that the
results will be somewhat lens diagnostic than those obtained
with the isolated sentence-length format. This is due to the
fact that natural language often provides extraneous cues to
tense, such as time words or overall situational cues not
available in a single sentence. However, the contextualized
format has the advantage of encouraging students to derilre
meaning from various types of cues, both contextual and struc-
tural.

B. Recording Semantic Details

A passage is read and the student takes notes on specif.-c
semantic information in the native language, follows a map or
diagram, responds to preposed questions in the native language,
or fills in an incomplete chart, schedule, table, or other type
of form prove-1,,1 on the test Paper.

Listeninq items of this type still require students to lis-
ten for specific details, but the details recorded are semantic,
rather than syntactic, in nature. The following example in
French asks students to listen for specific information from the
listeniLg passage (disregarding other irrelev.nt details) and
take notes on the information needed in English on the form pro-

vided.
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Sample 1.

(The passage describes an apartment for rent, indicating
location, price, number and size of rooms, utilities, etc.)

a) Location:

b) Price:

c) Number and type of rooms:

d) Furnishings:
(Check oile)

e) Utilities:
(Check one)

Furnished Unfurnished

Not included Included in rent

f) Type of utilities: (Check all that apply)
Gas Electricity Telephone

Nearest Metro stop:

h) Phone number of landlord:

g)

Sample 2.

You will hear a passage read twice. Here is the menu for
Chez Madeleire; circle what Annick has for dinner and answer
the questions in English.

Hors-d'oeuvres

Oeufs a la mayonnaise
Pate de campagne
Sardines a l'huile

Entrees

Soupe de poisson
Escargots
Salade de tomates

Plats principaux

Porc a la francaise
Escalope de veau

a la creme
Bifteck au poivre
Rati de boeuf

Chez Madeleine

Legumes

Petits pois
Haricots verts
Asperges

Fromages

Camembert
Brie

Desserts

Tarte
Glace
Tarte

aux pommes
au chocolat
aux fraises

Mousse au chocolat

15
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Boissons

Eau miner-ale

Cafe
Vin rouge
Vin rose
Vin blanc



(Borst-d'oouvrou Vejetables Beverages

Eggs In mayonnaise Pools Mineral water

Country-utyln lAtS 6reon henna Coffnn

Sardinen in oil Amparagus Red wine
Rost( wino

Entrees Choonou White wino

Fish soup
Snails
Tomato snlad

Main Couruou
------------

French-utyle pork
Veal cutlet in

cream SAUCt
Popper ntenk
Boast beef

Camembert.

Brio

Dessert u

Apple tArt
Chocolnto ice cream
Strawberry tart
Ch0Colatf, ITOUflie)

n) At what limo are AnnIk and Paul cutting at 'tic)

restaurant?
h) How much doe's Annick'n meal cont.?

c) Bow much dOon Paul's meal coat?
d) What. hnpponn at the end or the prionagn7

What would you do in thin riltuation7

Road the following lintoning comprehonnion pan:Ingo twice at a

normal rnto, pnuning hotwoon readIngu to allow ntudontn to

answer the questions.

"C'ont l'annivormalro d'Annick. Elle va dtnor nvoc non

AM! Paul nu restaurant. "Chor. Mntioloinn" a 7h30 du m)lr.

Annick alms boaucoup co restaurant et olio n l'intontion do

boaucoup manger.
Wabord olio prond du IStif tkl campagno come horn-

d'onuvro of de la noupo de poinnon commo ontraco. Pule olio

c(nnmando du r(tl In bona comma plat principal tit des hari-

cots; Voris comae ltrgumo. 11 y n de In nalndo vorto ot du

camombort aunni. Marc sQr, olln tk)mmando du donnorti c'ost.

de la tart': aux fraison. Armtek et Pnul boivent de Poem

mindraln nt du vin rouge.
Le repas d'Annick coQtn 73 franca. Ini ropan do Paul

oatu chor ausnit on repast oollto )1') francs. Paul vout

payer l'addlt.lon malts it n'n Ixau 410111417. d'argont. Wu'ont-c,.

gu'il petit fnirn7"

Annirk'n hirthdny. She in going to have dinner with

her friend Paul .it. Chr).. ModnIelnn (a rostnurnnt1 at 7;30

p.m. AnnitA liken Olin restaurant and she intondn to .tat a

1h



lot VII rat oho hart nano plls tut nra nn hor ii-il'oonvt and I" I ruh
041111, an an 00t1a0. 'Chun 0110 ovdotn 00M0 ronnt lint AM A
main oonino A04 .1F0011 boann rot tho voqotahlo. ThoreOn
,boon ton lad nn.I moon, camombott elmono al rio t;otirno, oho

riot n lonnot t i mho choorion uttawhrrry t aft /1hn tilt And
Paul. dr Ink nom., mI norn wit nt- and rod wino. Ann I is mon I
onta 11 fran,..n. mon1 in 0XIMMINIV0 10,/1 Idn cant A

11', franc's.. Paul wantn to Icy the (*hock hui ho doonn't haw,
ononqh flli010y. What 'Au h, d?)/

An oxamp! o of .1 IIntonln,l It ,,t1t in wit i 1:t Ilfigtilf ,'tun-
1,1(1( pi,t tut t, 1:1 sit VI,11 101A1W.

I o I.

Y,,t1 will hoar a 11:$11711Am pA0MAII0 31)./01 liV01'11 ItHifil. An
y,1/41 Ilm100 1.1 tho pnlinasio, dtaw :and hOmt ti.' timtm t)Itvet
to:111.1111,ln In hint bodioom accordinq to tho Information volt
11,,A 2 . You wi I 1 hoar I ho ihannago twI ii. brawl tho It min, in
En.i 1 (ior trbm, no,:or d to you: looforonco.

"ill I vem will no I. st Imo nonililkor n 1111tt AVSt 1 N11111.111.

1..1 111 111 01 1 t don Nacht. t Inch notion ,inn not ; nt ot It oi
Ion 'I'tu,rh vol Pontotoc, wittelion ,inn I(.itI mid dam ;iofa

i :r rno zt .1ro :it Uhl o ail ,tor TI rich. I.Inkn, noboti o ,
ntollt ,'r 010 IllIchortoqal. :iotno ZW01 PlIdor hUnqt 01 an
.l t Won't ifhoist 114%1 I . 1)10 I: I tinon kommon ant" dart ttta.-% utta
:itohlampo linkn, in ,iii Koko, notion ,Lin

vor watilrt too 1 oclocor nt o and t 1.(ly up litri IA)(tITI I ttut he
tr I ho tti.ihl lit an,l tioxt 1 o t.ho boat t host ho pat n tho tnhln

In f t mit Ins wtm.kiw, its bot.wotlit Iloo iwvil nirl Ills+ flora .
plAC011 throo chnIrn At tho ttil,lo. tni tho tort, Imxt to tho
,t.tr , Ito not it a book:Owl f. Ito lininFt lit if two ;Joni ore; on t ho
wall V1 tho lwd. Tho onnhionn go on tho 110IA and tiro
I loot lamp to ti t° I t in t ho tairnor, nor.1 to t he not n )

!I to tout ..()py t 0,1'111140r, I ho piCt ui o, 31:Ctit .111)14 t t

' tit In.tt you hoar t

r:

0

I NP.; I I I:

NN.,( ,{)
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The item in Spanish below could best be reserved for some-
what more advanced students, since some inferencing is required.
The passage should be read with pauses, as indicated by the
double slash marks, to assure that students' memory is not over-
loaded and to allow them time to formulate an answer. The

answer to question (6) can be written in English (and scored
for its value as a global "recap" of the passage by virtue of
whether it logically concludes the story), or in Spanish, making
it a creative writing item. The drawback of the latter course,
however, is that the writing item is totally dependent on-the
listening comprehension skills of the student, and the student
might be doubly penalized for a listening error. This option

may be better if the item is used for reading comprehension with

a creative writing follow-up.

Sample 4.

"Interrumpimos el programa que estdn mirando ahora para
informarles de estos acontecimientos urgentes y de interds
mundial. //Nos hemos enterado, hace unos ratos por la UPI,
que una brigade inglesa acaba de atacar la puerta de Buenos
Aires, capturando toda la capital en un estado de sorpresa
total. //Se ha cransmitido que no se sospechaba tal nove-
dad puesto que toda la atencidin nacional y el ejdroito se
enfocaban en esas isles cuyo nombre ahora no se recuerda.
//En este momento, no se sabe si el reportaje es vdlido,
pero en la prensa rusa se ha communicado que en la madre
patria, un grupo de argentinos terroristas han secuestrado a
la primera ministra en un acto de retribucidn. //Si los
ingleses logran un triunfo en Buenos Aires, el mundo estarI
esperando nerviosamente para ver lo que pasard en Ingle-

terra. Es que ahora se teme lo peor. //Un momento...un

momento...oh no, que no puede ser...acabamos de informarnos

que...."

(We interrupt the program you are watching now to bring you
news of these urgent happenings of world interest. We have

just been informed, via UPI, that British ships have just
attacked the port of Buenos Aires, tak:ong the capital
totally by surprise. It is reported that no one suspected
such an event since all national attention and the army were
focused on those islands whose name nobody can remember. At

this moment, we don't know if the report is vilid, but the
Russian press has Communicated that a group of Argentinian
terrorists has kidnapped the Prime Minister of England in
an act of retribution. If the British carry off a victory
in Buenos Aires, the world will be waiting nervously to see
what will happen in England. At the moment, the worst is

feared. Just a minute...wait.a minute...oh no, this can't

he true...we have just been informed....)
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a) Who is talking? To whom?
b) What has just happened (first piece of information)?
c) Why was this such a surprisel
d) What piece of information has just appeared in print.?
e) Why is the world on tenterhooks?
f) What is the outcome? (Provide, in English, your own

ending to the story.)9

C. Comprehension Questions

A passage is read and the student answers a set of true/
false, multiple-choice, or completion questions (in English) on
the passage content or on inferences one might make from the
passage content. Many teachers have used this format for lis-
tening and'readingIests, but often mix skills by requiring stu-
dents to answer in The target language. There is nothing wrong
with haying students answer this way, but teachers must keep in
mind that they are testing reading, listening, and sometimes
writing skills in an integrative, fashion and thereby losing some
diagnostic power. Mixed-skills test items will be discussed
later.

An example of a listening passage in French with a set of
true/false items in English is given in the following second-
semester unit exam item.

Sample 1.

You will hear a passage read twice by your instructor.
Listen carefully; then answer the true/false questions
below, basing your answers on the passage content.

a) T F 'she passage says that by 8 o'clock in the morning,
most people are already at work.

b) T F According to the passage, more and more people
have recently been taking their cars to get to
work.

c) T F The bicycle is generally used for sports and
leisure activities on week-ends.

d) T F The bj.cycle industry is a great success in France.
e) T F Even some businessmen would like to exchange their

Rolls Royces for a bicycle.

Read the passage at normal conversational speed. Give the stu-
dents a chance to answer the questions, and then read the pas-
sage through once more.

"Huit heures du matin: les rues sont pleines de monde;
les jeunes vont a 11cole ou a l'universit6; les adultes
vont a leur travail. Tout le monde est press6. Mais com-
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ment tous ces gene vont-ils a leur travail respectif? Fn

autobus? Oui, souvent. A pied? Quelquefois, si la dis-
tance n'est pas trop gran a. En voiture? Oui, mais (ie

moans en moans. Maintenant, c'est la bicyclette qui est 5
la mode.

Partout, la popularite de la bicyclette est &tome. Le

veld n'est pas simplement un amusement pour les enfants ou
pour les sportifs, c'est un veritable moyen de transport.
En Amerique les cyclintes sont plus de 100 millions. En

France, un Francais sur trois possede une bicyclette.
L'exportation des bicyclettes est meintenant un des grands
succes de l'industrie frangaise. Mame ctrtains hommes
d'affaires preferent une bicyclette a leur Rolls Royce."

Key: (a) F (b) F (c) F (d) T (e) T

(Eight o'clock in the morning: the streets are full of
people; young people are going to school or to the univer-

sity; adults are going off to work. Everyone is in a hurry.

But how do all these people get to their respective jcbs?
By bus? Often, yes. On foot? Sometimes, if the distance
isn't too great. In a car? Yes, but less and less often.
Now, its the bicycle that's in style.

Everywhere, the bicycle is enormously popular. The bike

is not just a toy for children or an amusement for those who
enjoy sports, it's a real means of transportation. In the
U.S. there are more than 100 million cyclists. In France,

one in three Frenchmen has a bicycle. Bicycle exportation
is currently one of the great successes of French industry.
Even some businessmen prefer a bicycle to their Rolls
Royce.) 10

A more complicated, lengthy listening passage, used on a
general achievement test in French at the fourth-semester level,
is illustrated below. Students are directed to read through the
English multiple-choice questions o' their test papers first.

Then the passage is read twice, once with slight pauses (indi-
cated by // marks) so students can make their choices, and a
second time with no pauses.

Sample 2.

Youwill hear a short segment of an interview with a pro-
fessor at a French university about student-teacher rela-
tionships. Listen to the passage carefully. Then answer
the multiple-choice questions below on the passage content.
You will hear the passage twice.

a) The interviewer states that professors in France are
accused of .
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1) being too strict with students.
2) being unavailable to students.
3) ignoring students' needs and opinions.

b) According to the professor being interviewed, students
1) take advantage of his office hours.
2) come to see him on Thursday afternoons.
3) rarely make or keep appointments with him.

c) The professor feels frustrated because
1) students complain about his unavailability, even

though he keeps regular office hours.
2) students expect to get good grades without working.
3) no one understands that professors need time to do

research and cannot always be available to students.

d) According to the professor being interviewed, instruc-
tors at Yale
1) are expected to cater to students' needs much more

thar professors in France do.
2) are generally paid very well, but do not-have as

many responsibilities as professors in France.
3) are treated much more like individuals than profes-

sors in France are.

e) If one were to compare the American and French systems,
one would conclude that
1) American professors are to be praised for their con-

cern for students.
2) French professors are too severe with students.
3) the two systems operate on different cociological

principles.

"(Interviewer): On reproche souvent aux professeurs
francais de n'atre pas assez disponibles avec leurs dtu-
diants. Qu'en pensez-vous?// (Professeur): Je ne crois
pas que cela soit tout a fait exact. Mes dtudiants, par
exemple, savent que je suis dans mon bureau tous les jeudi
apras-midi, au moins deux heures avant le °ours. En gene-
ral, it n'en vient jamais.//Alors, it est fort possible que
les mgmes dtudiants, si vous alliez les interroger, vous
disent: 'Ah, Monsieur Arnaud, on ne peut, jamais lui parley,
it n'est jamais (ce qui est faux). Alors, vous compre-
nez, c'est un peu agacant de savoir que personne ne viendra
vous voir et d'etre critique en meme temps pour son manque
de disponibilitd.//

C'est la qu'il y a une diffdrence avec les Etats-Unis.
J'ai eu souvent l'impression dans les universits oa je suis
alld, en particulier a Yale, que l'enseignant dtait'souvent
considdrd comme un individu sur lequel on avait des droits
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parce qu'on await pay en gSn4ral tr4s cher et parce quill

tait normal que cette personne reste a votre disposition.
//Cette attitude reore'sente done sans doute Lin exces inverse

on la compare avec les pratiques francaises. Vous voyez,

it ne suffit pas de marquer les diffCrences, de louer les
professeurs amricains ou d'etre s6VCre avec les univer-
sitaires francais. I1 faut bien comprendre que ces deux
systemes supposent one sociologie tout a fait differente."

(Interviewer: People often complain that French professors

are not available enough to their students. What do you

think about that ? // Professor: I don't think that that's.
exactly true. My students, for example, know that I am in my
office every Thursday afternoon, at least two hours before

class. In general, they never come.//However, it's very
possible that those same students, if you were to interview
them, would say 'uh, Mr. Arnaud, you can never talk to
him, he's never there' (which is not true). So, you see,

it's a little irritating to know that nobody will come see
you and to be criticized at the same time for your lack of

availability.//
That's where there's a difference in the United States.

I have often had the impression at the universities where I
have gone, particularly at Yale, that the instructor was
often considered as an individual wer whom one had a cer-
tain control, because you had generally paid a lot for your
education and because it was normal to expect that person to
be at your disposal.//This attitude represents, undoubtedly,
the opposite extreme if you compare it with French prac-
tices. You see, it's not enough to note the differences, to
praise American professors or to be severely critical of

French faculty. You have to understand that the two systems
are based on entirely different sociological principles.)11

U. Native Language Summary

A passage is read and the student writes a summary of the

message content in the native language. Items of this type

allow students somewhat more freedom in answering, since they
can select whatever information they wish to include in their

resumes: Grading of these items should be done in an objective

fashion, and there are some excellent ideas for scoring such
listening tests in Linder (1977), Schulz and Bartz (1976), and

Valette (1977). Briefly, points can be awarded for each piece

of information remembered correctly, with points deducted for

wrong information, and some type of objective formulae developed

for rewarding specificity of detail.
An example in Spanish for a third-semester exam is given

below:
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Sample 1.

You will hear a paragraph read twice in Spanish. Record as
much information as you can in ENGLISH. Complete sentences
are not necessary. (Scored by tallying the number of legi-
timate facts and inferences listed by the top 10% of the
papers and prorating 'on the basis of a total score of 12.)

"Una persona de mala educaci6n rob6 el hogar de ancianos
el otro dia. Los ancianos lloraban y rezaban cuando el
hombre pidi6 todo su dinero. Algunas viudas, que no gozaban
de buena salud, casi murieron de la experiencia desagra-
dable. Afortunadamente, un vecino extranjero llam6 la
policfa. Cuando arrestaron al joven soltero, estaba muy
avergonzado."

(A poorly educated person robbed a home for the aged the
other day. The old people cried and prayed when the man
took all of their money. Some widows, who were not in good
health, almost died from the unpleasant experience. For-
tunately, a foreign neighbor called the police. .when they
arrested the single young nan, he vas very ashamed.)12

E. Global Classification

A passage is read and the student writes or chooses from
several options an appropriate title, creates or chooses from
options the best "moral" of the story or summary of the main
idea, or classifies the passage type in some other global way.
Although the task demands of this type of listening item are
clearly global in nature, the scoring procedures are often
simpler and more objective than in item U. Students select the
correct answer from options or write an answer in English that
is judged as correct or incorrect on the basis of some clearly
defined criterion.

Sample 1.

Listen to the following announcement to decide what the
speaker is promoting. Then circle the letter of the correct
answer. Look first at the possibilities on your page. The
speaker is promoting:

a) a taxi service
b) a hotel
c) an airport
d) a restaurant
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"Idd'alement situ4...Service de transport de l'aSroport
international...Quarante-deux chambres luxueuses, climati-
se'es...E16gant restaurant...De ,:iPutation internationale."

Ecoutez encore une fois. (Passage is repeated.) Encerclez
la lettre de la rdPonse correcte sur votre page.

("Ideally located...transportation service to and from the
international airport...forty-two luxurious air-conditioned
rooms...elegant restaurant...international-reputation.")13

Sample 2.

Listen to the following short conversation between Paul and
Marie. Choose the sentence that best describes what you
have heard and circle the letter of the correct answer.
First look at the possible answers on your page:

a) Paul asks if Suzanne is sick.
b) Marie insists that Suzanne is not sick.
c) Marie will find out if Suzanne is sick.
d) Marie insists that Suzanne is sick.

Paul: Tu sais, ton amie Suzanne est absente encore une
fois! fillel Si elle ne veut pas eller a
l'e'cole, elle dit qu'elle est malade.

Marie: Sa mere dit qu'elle a de la fiavre.
Paul: Je to dis qu'elle n'est pas malade!
Marie: Mais si1 Je t'assure qu'elle est tras malade!

Ecoutez encore une fois. (The passage is repeated.)
Encerclez la lettre de la re"ponse correcte sur votre page.

(Paul: You know, your friend Suzanne is absent again! What

a girl! If she doesn't want to go to school, she
says she's sick.

Marie: Her mother says she has a fever.
Paul: I tell you she's not sick!
Marie: Oh yes she is! I assure you she's really sick!)14

F. Identifying Sociolinguistic Factors

A statement is read, and the student must indicate in Eng-
lish an understanding of the sociolinguistic context in which
such a statement might be made. This type of listening item is

suggested by Howard (1980).
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Sample 1.

Consider the following. "Je vous en prie, Marie, fermez-moi
cette porte tout de suite!" (Please, Marie, would you shut
that door this minute!) Tell in English

a) where this statement may be heard (setting);
b) under what circumstances (nature of language event);
c) why the person is saying this (purpose);
d) what tone the person probably uses (mood);
e) who the speaker may be (status or role);
f) to whom the person Is speaking (status);
g) how the speaker feels (attitude).15

Howard states that in this item, both grammatical and lexi-
cal correctness are tested in relationship to sociolinguistic
considerations. The item actually invites the learner to infer
the context of a single statement r4ther than to interpret the
statement in the light of a context already provided on the
test.
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II. READING COMPREHENSION FORMATS

The item formats described for listening comprehension can
be easily adapted for reading comprehension. Items can require
students to show mastery of reading vocabulary or grammar--as in
format (A) above; they may ask students to extract specific
semantic information from a reading passage--formats (B) and
(C); they may require synthesis of the information in some more
global way--formats (D) and (E), or they may ask students to
assign sociolinguistic meaning to an utterance or short conver-
sation or oassage--format (F).

A. Grammatical or Lexical Cues

An example of an item in which the focus is placed on speci-
fic grammatical features of the language (such as direct and
indirect object pronouns) is given below. This sample item
tests both grammatical competence and discourse competence with-
in the context of a unified reading passage. Discourse compe-
tence is tested by asking the learner to understand object
pronouns (the grammatical elements) as cohesive devices in dis-
course, choosing t.::e referents to those pronouns correctly from

extracts of a connected passage.

Sample 1.

Les phrases suivantes sont tirees d'un passage sur la publi-
cite. Pouvez-vous identifier l'idee ou le nom associe au

pronom souligne?

a) La publicite est i'ensemble des moyens employ& pour
faire connattre les produits commerciaux, pour les
venter.

1) les moyens
2) les produits commerciaux
3) l'ensemble

b) L'homme normal a le goat de l'i,formation. C'est pour

lui une curiosite et un besoin.
I) l'homme normal
2) le goat
3) l'information

c) Si je 4cide d'acheter un appareil-photo, le choix du
produit est une operation difficile. La publicite la

complique.
1) l'appareil-photo
2) le choix du produit
3) l'opdration difficile
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d) La publicit6 lutte
l'individu qui n'a
faire croire qu'il
quoi.

1) le complexe
2) l'individu
3) l'argent

contre le complexe d'infevriorite" de

pas d'argent a gaspiller, afin de lui
peut acgarir a peu pres n'importe

d'inf6riorit6

(The following sentences are taken from the passage you just
read. Can you identify the noun or idea associated with the
underlined pronoun?

a) Advertising is the composite of all the means used to
acquaint the public with commercial products, to praise
them, etc.

1) the means
2) the commercial products
3) the composite

b) The average man has a taste for information. For him
it's both a curiosity and a need.

1) the average man
2) the taste
3) the information

c) If I decide to buy a camera, the choice of product is a
difficult process. Advertising complicates it.

I) the camera
2) the choice of product
3) the process

d) Advertising counteracts the inferiority complex of the
individual who does not have money to waste, in order to
make him believe that he can acquire almost anything.

1) the inferiority complex
2) the individual
3) the money)

In an item such as this, the student is not only responsible
for knowing which form of the object pronoun to use to replace a
given noun, but also how that pronoun functions in the surround-
ing discoli-zse to link ideas together. A similar type of item
will be discussed in the section on writing and mixed-skills
formats. (See pages 48-49.)
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B. Recording Semantic Details

An example of a reading task that calls for discrete-point
semantic choices is given below. This item also measures one
aspect of discourse competence in that it involves reading a
schedule rather than straight prose.

Sample 1.

Read the following excerpt from an airline brochure and
answer the questions below in English.

Nous vous offrons les vols suivants au Quebec:

Montreal: vol quotidien sans escale:
depart 12:00 arrivee 12:55

Quebec:

vol special "hommes d'affaires" lundi
vendredi sans escale:
depart 8:00 arrive 8:55

sans escale: tous les jeudis, vendr-:dis,
samedis et dimanches
depart 14:30 arrivee 17:05

Ottawa-Hull: sans escale: tous les lundis, mercredis,
jeudis et samedis
depart 10:30 arrivee 11:55

(We offer you the following flights to Quebec:

Montreal: daily non-stop flight:
leaves 12:00 arrives 12:55 p.m.

Quebec:

special businessman's flight Monday through
Friday non-stop:
leaves 8:00 a.m. arriv*es 8:55 a.m.

nonstop: every Thursday, Friday, Saturday,

and Sunday
leaves 2:30 p.m. arrives 5:05 p.m.

Ottawa-Hull: nonstop: every Monday, Wednesday, Thursday,

and Saturday
leaves 10:30 a.m. arrives 11:55 a.m.)

a) How many flights a week go to Montreal?
b) For whom is the 8 a.m. flight especially intended?
7.) On what days of the week do the flights to Quebec

City operate?
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d) How many flights operate v...,ekly to Hull?

e) Do any of the flights include a stopover en route?16

In this item, students have to locate the relevant semantic
information within the discourse and make some inferences in
order to interpret the schedule correctly.

C. Cloze Adaptation

AnoZ.Ilei example of a reading task that calls for discrete-
point semantic-grammatical choices appears in Sample (1) below.
The item actually combines reading comprehension with an indirect
test of writing, since stucents are choosing the best "filler"
for gaps in the discourse. Ttis is a fairly commonly used
variation of the cloze task: the advantage to this format is
that students are not required to gEnerate appropriate fillers
for the slots from memory, but are (.ly required to recognize
them among the options given.

Sample 1.

"Ls OVNI: vieiteurs extra-terrestres?" (NFOs: Visitors
from Outer Space?)

Choose the correct word from among the options given for
each item below and mark the appropriate letter on your
answer sheet.

La deuxieme guerre mondiale a habitue 1.(a) observant
l'espece humaine a les cieux plus (b) observer
attentivement que par le passe--soit avec (c) observe

crainte, soit avec espoir--parce qu'a 2.(a) sait
cette epoquela on ne jamais ce qui (b) oonnatt
pouvait apparaItre au-dessus de sa tete. (c) savait

(d) connaissait

En tout cas, c'est immediatement apres La 3.(a) ce
fin de guerre qu'ont commence, puis (b) cette
se sont multipliees, les observations de (c) cet

nous appelons maintenant les OVNI
(Objets Volants Non Identifies!, ou, en
americain, les UFO....

(The Second World War caused the human
race to become accustomed to at
the heavens more attentively than in
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the past--either with fear or hope-- 2.a) know
because at that time you never what b) become

might appear above your head. acquainted
with

c) knew
d) become

acquainted
with

In any case, it was immediately after the 3.a) that (m)
end of war tlia..1 observations of b) that (f)

c) the (m)

we now call UFOs (Unidentified
Flying Objects) started. and then began
to reoccur.)

4.a) which
b) what
c) of which

Obviously, one can choome to delete any set of discrete
vocabulary or grammatical features of a text for testing pur-
pose. One ad:tmtage to this format is that it serves to inte-
grate into one unified context many points that teachers wish to
test, allowing them to test those features operating "in con-
cert," yet permitting discrete-point scoring procedures. Notice
that all the decisions in this particular example can be made
within the confines of a single sentence, or even within a phrase
or "chunk" of the t..tal discourse.17

These items, one might argue, therefore resemble traditional
multiple-choice reading items in terms of the underlying task
demands; that is, the items could be given in single-sentence
frames just as easily as in larger contexts and still yield the
same diagnostic information. The fundamental difference between
the sample item given above and the discrete-point grammar tests
of the past is that the sentences in which the slots appear fol-
low one another 1:gically and function together to form a unified
narrative. If fo) no other reason than face validity, it seems
far better to opt for a testing format in which the language of
the test resemble, "natural" language. The test then becomes much
more reflective of course goals, even if the mechanics of the
underlying discrete-point decisions remain essentially the same.

Another format that resembles this variation on the doze
test is illustrated below.

Sample 2.

Passe compose/imparfait. Choisissez et encerclez le verbe
pour completer cheque phrase.

Je me souviens des fetes de Noel de mon enfance. Les

souvenirs de cette fete odl(br4e en famille me sont toujours
chers. D'habitude, nous (allions/sommes ands) en famille
chez roes grards- parents. Malgre le fait qu'elle await tou-
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jours deteste cuisiner, ma grand-mare (a prepare/preparait)
un banquet royal. Mon grand-pare, que nous (avons appelle/
appelions) "papa," (s'asseyait/s'est assis) cette fois-ci
au bout de la table- -siege d'autorite....

(Perfect/imperfect. Choose and circle the verb to complete
each sentence.

I remember Christmas celebrations from my childhood. The
memories of that celebration with the family are always dear
to me. Usually, we (used to go/went) as a family to my
grandparents' home. In spite of the fact that she had always
hated cooking, my grandmother (prepared/ue,ed to prepare) a
royal feast. My grandfather; whom we (called/used to call)
"papa," used to sit/sat) this time at the head of the table
--the seat of authority.... )18

One advantage to this format is that students do not have to look
in the margins for appropriate fillers but can circle them within
the passage. This may be less disruptive of the reading process,
although no data have been collected to ascertain this as yet.

D. Comprehension Questions

Abundant example-is of readinT items using formats similar to
listening formats (B), (C), and (D) mentioned earlier can be
found in the testing literature of the past decade: that is,
students must answer questions (in English on a reading passage,
summarize the main facts, or perform other follow-up tasks in
English.

Several examples of more integrative reading comprehension
tasks, in which skill in recognizing a paraphrase of a stimulus
sentence is tested, have been discussed in 011er (1973). 011er's
examples are not contextualized, but present the items in single
sentence-length frames instead:

"Traditional" single-sentence item

Choose the sentence best expressing the meaning of the given
sentence.

1. Helen's brother got married when she was eighteen years
old.
a) Helen's brother got married at the age of eighteen.
b) Helen's brother was eighteen year's old when she got

married.
c) When Helen was eighteen, her brother got married,

etc. 19

This item is followed by a similar one about Janet, who was
watching her husband paint a chair.
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In order to avoid the extremely piecemeal approach to lan-
guage inherent in single sentence-length items of this type, and
to further avoid the lack of logical continuation between items,
it might be possible to adapt the paraphrasing idea to i more

naturalistic language sample. If a whole paragraph were con-
structed around Helen's family, for example, the reading test
might consist of an integral reading passage followed by a series
of paraphrasing tasks based on its content. Each item following
the passage could be constructed on the model suggested by Uller,
but items would all relate to the original passage and would thus
represent a more integrated language sample. An example of a
contextualized adaptation of this format is givt!il below.

Sample 1.

Read the following passage carefully. Then answer the
multiple-choice questions, choosing the BEST summary of the
information given in the passage.

Un march( de 250 millions d'hahitants qui r(unit dix pays
qui pendant plus de dix slecles se sont fait la guerre:
c'est le miracle moderne du March( commun.

it est n( modestement dpres la deuxieme guerre mondiale,
a 1.4Poque de la "guerre 2r,,Jde," du rapprochement des indus-
tries du charbon et de l'ac:er de six pays ex-bellig(rants
(la France, l'Allemagne, l'Italie, la Belgique, la Hollande
et le Luxembourg). Le charbon et l'acier etaient alors sym-
boles de puissance militaire.

La seconde (tape, celle de l'ouverture d'un March( commun
industriel et agricole, a coincide avec l'avenement en France

de la Ve R(publique, et l'arriv(e au pouvoir du g(n(ral de
Gaulle. Beaucoup ont pens( alors que la rdalisation du March(
commun serait incompatible avec les objectifs de de Gaulle,
...mais quand it a accord( l'ind(pendance aux anciennes colo-
nies (notamment a l'Alg(rie), le g4n(ra1 de Gaulle ramenait
en fait la France en Europe.

Depuis lors, les six sont devenus les dix; la Grande-
Bretagne, le Danemark, l'Irlande et r(cemment la Grace sont
devenus membres. Cela n'a d'ailleurs pas simplifi( les
problames qui se posent aux membres du March( commun (poli-
tique commerciale, organisation de la production agricole)
mais ce sont des problemes essentiellement (conomiques.
L'espoir belliqueux a entierement disparu de 1'Europe
occidentale....

(A marketplace for 250 million inhabitants that reunites ten
countries who, for more than ten centuries, were always at
war: this is the miracle of the Common Market.

It had its modest. beginnings after the Second World War,
at the time of the "Cold War," as a result of the union of
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the coal and steel industries of six countries that were
former enemies [France, Germany, Italy, Belgium, Holland,
and Luxembourg]. Coal and steel were symbols of military
power at that time.

The second stage, that of the opening of a common indus-
trial and agricultural market, coincided with the beginning
of the Fifth Republic in France and the arrival to power of
General de Gaulle. A lot of people thought then that the
realization of the Common Market would be incompatible with
de Gaulle's objectives,...but when he gave the former colo-
nies [notably Algeria] their independence, General de Gaulle
brought France effectively back into the European community.

From then on, the six became the ten: Great Britair,

Denmark, Ireland, anri recently, Greece have become members.
This has not, however, simplified the problems that Common
Market countries are experiencing (the politics of business,
organization of agricultural production), but these are
essentially economic problems. The desire for war has

comp)etely disappeared from Western Europe....)

Choose the statements from each group of sentences below that
state the information in the passage most correctly.

a) 1) The miracle of the Common Market is that there are
250 million members.

2) The Common Market has lasted despite many years of
war among its members.

3) The Common Market brings together ten countries who
have had many political differences over the cen-
turies.

b) 1) The Common Market was created during the Second World
War

2) Six countries that had been enemies daring World War
II created the Common Market after the war.

3) The Common Market is a symbol of united military and
industrial power.

c) 1) It was coincidental that the Common Market was
created at ,the same time as the rifth Republic in
France.

2) A second stage of the development of the Common
Market coincided with the assumption of power in

France by de Gaulle.
3) De Gaulle wanted to include Algeria, newly indepen-

dent of colonial rule, in the Common Market

countries.

di 1) Foar new countries have been added to the Common
Market since its creation.
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2) The addition of new countries to the Common Market
has simplified some of the problems relating to the
economy in Europe.

3) Western Europe has lost all hope of solving its eco-
nomic problems, even with the advent of the Common
Market. 20

E. Logical Continuation Items

Another integrative reading item format is the "logical con-
tinuation" item, in which a paragraph-length context is provided,
followed by a series of multiple-choice options, one o which
follows logically and completes the thought of the paragraph.
The most logical completion can be chosen only when students have
thorougly understood the preceding context.

A related integrative reading comprehension format consists
of a set of sentences, all of which go together logically except
for one. Students cros> out the sentence that does not belong in
the total context.

Sample 1.

In the story below, cross out the sentence in each paragraph
tnat does not fit the context. There is one extraneous sen-
tence per paragraph.

"Tout a oommenc4 a bord de mon avion personnel, en route
pour Yakima, Washington. J'ai recu une communication qu'un
avion de l'U.S. Navy avait disparu une heure plus tot dans la
r4gion. Cette region des Etats-Unis est. une des plus belles
que j'ai jamais vues. Je me suis d4tourn4 de ma route pour
participer R la recherche.

Soudain, j'ai vu une lueur aveuglante qui se refl4tait
sur mon avion. En cherchant la cause, j'ai regard4 autour de
moi et j'al d(couvert sur ma gauche une formation de neuf
objets volants. Le vol devient difficile s'il y a beaucoup
de vent. La vitesse de ces machines et leur mode de dePlace-
ment m'ont vraimert 4tonn4...."

(Everything started aboard my private plane, en route to
Yakima, Washington. I received a radio message that a U.S.
Navy plane had disappeared an hour earlier in the region.
This region of the United States is one of the most beautiful
I've ever seen. I turned off my route to help in the search.

Suddenly, I saw a blinding light reflecting off my plane.
While searching for the origin of the light, I looked around
me and discovered on my left a formation of nine flying
objects. Flight becomes difficult when there's a lot of
wind. The speed of these machines and their method of tra-
vel really surprised me....)
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F. Native-Language/Second-Language Summary

Comprehension items that require synthesis of various facts
into an integral passage can be developed using formats similar
to listening formats (D) and (E), explained earlier (i.e., a
passage is read and the student writes an English-language sum-
mary, chooses a title, creates or chooses .a "title" or "moral" of
a story, or classifies the passage globally in some way). Some
good examples cin be found in the sources cited earlier,

Sample 1.

Lisez le paragraphe et choisissez la phrase qui repr4sente
le mieux l'id4e principale.

wand on revient d'un s4jour dans un pays 4tranger, la
premiere chose dont on parle est presque toujours la
cuisine; non seulement la nourriture mais au-sti la facon de
la pr4parer, de la manger, les heures des repas, tous les
rites qui les accompagnent et qui caractrisent les gens du
pays mieux que n'importe quel autre aspect de la vie.

a) La nourriture eat la premiere chose qu'on remarque pen-
dant un sIjour 3 l'4tranger.

b) La cuisine d'un pays tranger est si remarquable que
tout le monde en parle des son retour A son pays natal.

c) La cuisine, la facon dont on la pr4pare, et les rites
qui accompagnent les repas caract4risent un peuple mieux
que tout autre aspect de la vie quotidienne.

d) La falcon dont on pr pare la nourriture et les coutumes
qui accompagnent les repas sont beaucoup plus impor-
tantes dans les pays trangers que chez nous.

(Read the paragraph and choose the sentence that best repre-
sents the main idea.

When one returns from a stay in a foreign country, the
first thing one talks about is almost always the food: not
only the food itself, but also the way it's prepared, the
way it's eaten, the meal hours--all the rites that accompany
eating and that characterize the people of the country
better than almost any other aspect of their lives.

a) Food is the first thing one notices during a stay in a
foreign country.

b) The cooking in a foreign country is so remarkable that
everyone talks 4-bout it on his return to his native
country.

c) Cooking, the way that food is prepared, and the rituals
accompanying the meals characterize a people better than
any other aspect of their daily life.
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d) The way food is prepared and the rituals accompanying
meals are much more impor ant in foreign countries than
here.)21

In writing items of this type, care must be taken that each
distractor is plausible to students who have only partially
understood the passage; only one answer should be clearly cor-
rect. Note, in the example above, how elements of the passage
have been worked into the distractors and will make sense to stu-
dents who have not comprehended the passage in its entirety. One
negative factor in multiple-choice testing, of course, is that

items can be successfully answered by chance. To avoid

other item formats may be preferable. In any case, teachers will
need considerable practice in writing integrative comprehension
items of this type, and any items they write should be submitted
to item analysis as well as to "pilot" testing by colleagues and/
or native speakers.

G. Global Classification

An example of an elementary-level reading item requiring an
inferential, global response is the following:

Sample 1.

Grand-mere Laforge is the local "Ann Landers" colemnist for a
town's French-language newspaper. You rear: the following
letter from one of her readers:

Chere grand-mere Laforge,
J'ai Presque quatorze ans. L'annee derniere, pendant les

vacances de Nogl, j'ai recontre un garcon tres sympathique.
Nous sommes sortis ensemble mais mes parents pensent que je
suis trop jeune pour sortir avec un garcon. Nous sommes tous

les deux maiheureux. Qu'est-ce que je peux faire pour etre
heureuse?

(Dear Grandmother Laforge,
I'm almost fourteen. Last year during Christmas vacation

I met a really nice boy. We went out together but my parents
think I'm too young to go out with a boy. We're both

unhappy. What can I do to be happy?)

Which of the following answers do you think Grand-mere
Laforge would write?

a) Il ne faut: pas aller en vacances.
b) II ne faut pas presenter le garcon 1 tes parents.

c) I1 faut etre malheureux.
d) I1 faut presenter le gargon a tes parents.
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Circle the letter beside the correct answer.

a)

b)

c)

d)

You shouldn't go on vacations.
Don't introduce this boy to your parents.
You have to be unhappy.
You ought to introduce this boy to your parents.)22

H. Identifying Sociolinguistic Factors

A sin_.lar item with a sociolinguistic focus follows:

Sample 1.

Read the following conversation and the question below. Then
circle the letter beside the correct answer on this page.

A:

B:

A:

B:

A:

b:

A:

B:

A:

(A:

B:

A:

B:

A:

B:

A:

B:

A:

Allo?
Bonjour, c'est Louis.
Non, pas encore. Veux-tu lui laisser un message?
Vous ne savez pas a quelle heure i.l va rentrer?
Non, je ne sais pas.
Ben...dites-lui que j'ai
D'accord, Louis.
Merci. Bonjour.
Bonjour.

Normand est la?

appele, s'il vous

Hello?
Hello, this is Louis. Is Norman there?
No, not yet. Do you [familiar] want to leave a message
for him?
You [formal) don't know what time he's coming back?
No, I don't.
Well...tell (formal) him that I called, please.
All right, Louis.
Thank you. Goodbye.

Goodbye. ) 23

What can we guess about the speakers, from the way they are
talking to each other?

a)

b)

c)

d

The speakers are friends of about the same age.
Loui, is probably speaking with Normand's younger sister.
Louis is probably much younger than the other speaker.
Louis probably calls the other speaker by her first name.

To combine a global reading comprehension task with a test of
cultural sensitivity, a cultural assimilator or minidrama might
be used. Good ideas for items of this type can be found in'Bee
and D'Alleva (1977), Levno (1977), Shiver (1977), and Snyder
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(1977), for Italian, ,French, German, and Spanish, respectively.
An item in Italian is given below.

Sample 2.

"Giorno di festa." E it 4 ottobre. Assisi, Italia.

Frank: Perbacco, quante luci. Ma a sempre cos: illumi-
nata questa ,:itta?

Margherita: Oh, no, oggi a it 4 ottobre e qui e giorno di
gran festa.

Frank: A uroposito di festa, Carlotta e Marco dicono
the si balla in casa di Francesco stasera.

Carlotta: Si balla, e come! Si cena e ci sara anche tarto
spurante. Canteremo e danzeremo fino a tardi.

Frank: Ma quai'e l'occasione? E forse it compleanno di

Francesco?
Carlotta: No, non si tratta del compleanno: oggi e it suc

onomastico. (guardando Frank) Veramente a
anche it tuo.

Frank: Il mio...che?

Margherita
Carlotta:
Marco:
Francesco:

Tutti:

Frank:

Di sera in casa di Francesco:

Ciao Francesco e auguri.
Sei festeggiatissimol
Auguri, auguri!
crazie, grazie, ma dobbiamo fare gli augur.
anche a Frank.
Accipicchia, sei capitato a proposito, Frank!

(Meravigliato) Ma cosa succede?

("Holiday." It's October 4th. Assisi, Italy.

Frank: Gosh! What a lot of lights. But is this city

always lit up like this?
Margherita: Oh, no. Today's October 4th and this is a big

holiday.
Speaking of holidays, Charlotte and Mark said
were going to dance at Francesco's house
tonight.

Carlotta: We're going to dance, and howl We're going to
have dinner and there will be a lot of Cham-
pagne. We're going to sing and dance all
night.

Frank: But what's the occasion? Is this maybe
Francesco's birthday?

Carlotta; No, it's not a question of birthdays: today is

his Saint's day. [Looking at Frank) Really,

it's yours, too.

Frank:

Frank: Mine...my what?



That evening at Francesco's house:

Margherita: Hi, Francesco, and best wishes.
Carlotta: This is quite a celebration.!
Marco: Best wishes!
Francesco: Thank you, thank you, but we have to extend

best wishes also to Frank.
Everyone: Good lord! You really turned up at the right

moment, Frank.
Frank: (Very surprised] What's going on?)

Why is Frank confused about the celebration?

a) Italians celebrate their Saint's day more than their
birthday.

b) It is election time, and the city is liuhted.
c) St. Francis is the patron of Assisi, and October 4th is

dedicated to him.
d) Francesco is giving a party in honor of Frank's

arrival. 24

[Editor's note: The English equivalent of Francesco is Frank or
Francis.)

Reading comprehension items can be generated from many
sources available to the teacher: adaptations can be made of
existing supplementary text materials, readers, or other edited
texts suitable to the level of the learner. Teachers can gener-
ate their own short texts as well. Ideas for creating reading
items as well as listening, writing, and mixed skills items
will be presented.
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III. OONTLICTUALIZED WRITING AND MIXED SKILLS FORMATS

A. Controlled (Guided) Compositions

Since global writing tasks are not as difficult to contex-

tualize as the more discrete-point item formats, they will be

treated first in this section. Some very fine ideas for testing
global skills via writing have been described in the sources
cited previously under listening and reading items. Controlled or

guided compositions, where students respond to question prods,

pictorial or verbal cues, or other similar guidelines, have been

used in the past as tests of communicative ability, using writing

as the test medium. (That is, the items that follow are not
necessarily tests of writing in terms of expository writing in

the target language, but rather they use writing as a medium for

testing such aspects of the developing language as grammar and

vocabulary.)

Sample 1. (Spanish)

You are writing to a friend in Spain, and this person wants

to know all about North American customs. In his or her last

letter, your Spanish friend asked you about holidays in the

U.S. and ho they are celebrated. You want to describe at
least four holidaystheir dates, what they are called, and

how your family celebrates them. Be sure to use vocabulary

from "el calendario" in your letter.25

Sample 2.

Racontez une histoire originale au pas:36. Otilisez lee
questions suivantes come guide, et attention au choix entre

l' imparfait et le pas compos6I

a) Dans votre histoire, quel est le mois?

b) Quelle heure est-il?
c) Quel temps fait-il? Cu etes-vous? Avec qui?

d) Qui arrive sur la scene? D6crivez la personne.

e) Que fait oette personne? Que faites-vous? Comment

ragit votre camarade?
f) Racontez la fin de votre histoire.

(Tell an original story in the past. Use the following
questions as a guide, and be careful of the choice you make

between the imparfait and the passel compos4.

a) In your story, what month is it?

b) What time is it?

c) What's the weather like? Where are your With whom?
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d) Who arrives on the scene? Describe this person.
e) What's this person doing? What are you doing?

how does your friend react?
t) Describe the ending to your,story.;26

Both the global writing tasks in the examples given above
will elicit certain features of the Language that are related to
specified course goals: in the Spanish example, dates and holi-
days will emerge in the students' discussions of the topic
provided; in the French example, times, weather conditions,
descriptive adjectives, and actions in the past will be elicited.
These items will still be somewhat difficult to score, however.
As Bartz (1976) points out, "tests of communicative competence
Involving writing are somewhat more dlfficult to score and
Involve d great deal more subjectivity on the part of the scorer"
(p. \

To cAercome finis problem, Bartz and others have presented
some fairly objective scoring methods for these types of tests.

possibUit.y is to assign a global score to a written Language
sample on the basis of weighted subratings: factors such as
comprehensibility, ease of expression, cohesion and coherence,
linguistic accuracy, breadth and appropriateness of vocabulary,
and the like could be judged and rated globally (from A to E,'F)
and transformed into numerical scores. (See Figures 3 and 4,
whIch aro oral test scoresheets, for ideas for such a rating
system.) Although one can limit the writing task somewhat in
jlobal composition tests, it is still diffics)t to elicit all the
discrete items one might be interested in for achievement testing
purposes. In order to supplement these geeral achievement
tests, wnich might be administered periodically during the course
of a semester or school year, the following contextualized
r,ting and mixed-skills formats are suggested to allow for the
,.'s Lint of vocabulary and grammar on hourly exams and quizzes.

B. Sentence Cues (Writing)

Items of this type consist of "telegraphic" or "slash"
sentences: sentence elements are provided as the stimulus and
the student must combine them into complete and meaningful sen-
tences, adding any necessary function words and making any
necessary morphological changes. To contextualize this type of
format, each individual stimulus should be connected to the
others in the subsection of the test, either in a logical
sequence or in some thematic sense.

Sample

You are d journalist who has just interviewed a witness of a
UFO incident. The notes you made during the interview are
given below. Write out your report in complete sentences,
using the past tense whenever appropriate.
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NOTES

Kenneth Arnold, in personal plane, 6/14/47, around
6 p.m. Gets radio message--U.S. Navy planes miss-
ing. Decides to participate in search. Suddenly
sees blinding light reflected off plane--looks
around for source--sees 9 flying objects, flying
in formation on left....

Sample 2.

Prancoise is a politically active student who is partici-
pating in a feminist demonstration in Paris. Using the words

and phrases provided, recreate her opinions.

a) Il/etre/essentiel/femmes/atre/unifi6
b) Ii faut/plus/femmes/savoir/que/il y avoir/manifestation/

aujourd'hui
Je/penser/Mitterrand/pouvoir/amliorer/qualit6 de vie/
pour/femmes/francais

d) Ce/annie/il/ne pas Stre/possible/que/femmes/gagner/
autant/argent/que/hommes....

(a) It/to be/essential /women/to be/unified
b) It is necessar/more/women/to know/that/there to be/

demonstration/today
c) I/to think/Mitterand/to be able/to better/quality of

life/for/wowl/French
d) This/year/itf.,,t to be/possible/that/women/to earn/as

much/money/as/men.)

C. Contextualized Partial Trans1.1tion
(Reading/Writing)

Valette (1977) presents this item type in her text on test-
ing, but she illustrates it with single-sentence frames. A con-

textutlized, connected version of several paragraphs in length
can be created quite easily if all the sentences follow one
another logically in a conversation or narrative. Two examples

of partial translations are given below. The second of the two

formats, which resembles a cloze-type task, seems to be less
disruptive of the natural flow of the discourse.

Sample 1.

Complete the conversation in Spanish, using the English sen-
tence equivalents as your guide.
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Paco: , Juan. Busco por todas partes mi librito
tiene todos los nakeros de telfono de las

chicas , pero . (Good grief,
Juan. I'm looking all over for my little black book
that has all of the phone numbers of the girls I know,
but I can't find it.)

Juan: Si to no tienes una chica ir a La fiesta,
tengo un amigo hermana quiere ir. (If you
don't have a girl to go with to the party, I have a
friend whose sister wants to go.)

Paco: eTienes su ntimero de telfono? (Do you have her phone
number?)

Juan:

Sample 2.

el ndMero ahora pero voy a para
. (I don't remember the number now, but I'm

going to ask my friend for it for you.)27

Margot et Annick, sa camarade de chambre, ditestent leur
appartement. Un jour elles dcidont de chercher un autre
logement. Complitez leur conversation. La conversation en
anglais est a cote de la conversation en frangais.

(Margot and Annick, her roommate, hate their apartment. One
day they decide to look for other lodgings. Complete their
conversation. The English conversation is next to the French
conversation.)

Annick:
appartement. La
trop et

Je n'aime pas
cuisine est

. En plus,
c'est trop cherl

Margot: un appartement
A louer press de l'universit4?

Annick: Ah ouil
J'e vela t614Phoner tout
de suite!...

I don't like our apartment.
The kitchen is too small,
and there's no garden.
Besides, it's too expensive!

Doesn't your aunt have an
apartment for rent ne the
university?

Ah yes' That's truel I'm
going to phone her right
away!...

One advantage of the partial translation format is that the
teacher can test a variety of discrete points of vocabulary and
grammar efficiently in one single subsection of the test, and
the items, though scored in a discrete-point fashion, are still
embedded in naturalistic discourse. Because grammar and vocabu-
lary must be recalled, the test items are also diagnostic. One
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disadvantage of the first of the two formats is the need to
insert native-language equivalents into the passage, which
interrupts its natural flow.

D. Modifications of the Cloze Test: Gap-Filling
Items (Reading/Writing)

Cloze tests have been the subject of much discussion and
controversy recently; one problem associated with this type of
test is the rather arbitrary nature of the deletions when an
"every-nth-word" procedure is used, and the negative reaction of
:-:any students to exact-word scoring procedures or to the test in
general (Shohamy 1982). To adapt the cloze-type format succer-i-
fully to foreign language classroom tests, some alternatives are
suggested below.

1. Non-arbitrary deletion procedures. Specific parts of speech
are chosen to be deleted from a passage and may be presented in
a list in alphabetical order before the passage, after it, or in
a box beside the text itself. If verbs are deleted, students
must choose the verb that fits the context semantically, con-
jugate it appropriately, and pay attention to tense. Students
must make all morphological changes necessary for other parts of
speech deleted as well (such as adjectives, articles, possessive
pronouns).

Sample (a)

Marie and Jeanne are talking on the phone. Complete the
conversation by choosing the appropriate verb from the box
on the right. Each verb should be used only once per sec-
tion. Be sure to make a sensible choice of the verb and to
use the form and tense that are most appropriate to the con-
text.

Jeanne: Alla, Marie? Comment vas-tu? Je
te t4I4Phone parce que je te

parler.

Marie: Est-ce que to l'annonce dans
le journal hier soir?

Jeanne: oui, c'est justement pour cela (Ice
je te t414phone. Je n(e)
pas rater mon examen d'anglais.
Ecoutt2, vas-tu m'aider a studier?
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Marie: D'accord, mais-tu me dorneras 50
francs die que tu le

reaultat.

Jeanne: J(e) qu, -t un peu cher.
Je n(e) pas payer plus de
30 francs.

Marie: C'est assez. On se demain,

alors.

Jeanne: Oui, nous ensemble tout le
texte quand tu arriveras.

Marie: D'accord. Prepare aussi une com-
position. Je la corrigerai demain.

Jeanne: Merci, Marie, je que tu as un
bon prof. Si je reussis a mon
examen, je to ferai un beau cadeau.

Marie: wand tu reussiras i ton examen, tu
eller en Angieterre pour

pratiquer ton anglaisl

(Jeanne: Hello, Marie? How are you? I'm
calling you because I talk
to you.

Marie: Did you the ad in the paper
last night?

Jeanne: Yea, that's exactly why I'm calling
you. I don't fail my English
test. Listen, can you help me
study?

Marie: OK, but you'li pay me 50 francs as
soon as you the results.

Jeanne: I that's a little expensive.
not pay more than 30

francs.
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Marie: That's all right. We'll
each other tomorrow, then.

Jeanne: Yes, we'll the whole text
together when you get here.

Marie: OK. Prepare a composition, too.
I'll cJrrect it tomorrow.

Jeanne: Thanks, Marie, I you're a
good teacher. If I pass my exam.
I'll get you a nice gift.

Marie: When you pass your test, you
to go to England to practice
your English!)

Sample (5)

ComplStez le texte suivant en choisissant
I'expression qui convient par17,1 )E.s mots
encadrs, a droite.

M. Durand, l'homme je parle, est
mdecin. I1 travaille beaucoup avec les
gene qui or' besoin de lui. I1 leur
ordonne des m'dicaments, est normal,
Stant donne. son m'tier. M. Durand rend
souvent visite 1 ses malades, chez
it trouve toujours une bonne tease de thS.
Parfois, it travaille A l'hOpital
it guSrit ses malades avec l'aide des
infirmiAres. M. Durand est un homme trAs
gentil j'admire beaucoup.

(Complete the following text by choosing
the most appropriate words from the box to
the right.

Mr. Durand, the man I'm talking,
is a doctor. He works a lot with people
who need him. He prescribes medicine for

, often visits his patients, at
homes he always finds a nice cup of tea.
Sometimes he works at the hospital
he cures his patients with the help of the
nurses. Mr. Durand is a very nice man

I admire a lot.)
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The example in German below includes a small sketch to make more
precise the choice of preposition to be made by first-year high
school students.

Sample (c)

Fill in the description of Oliver's house below, using the
appropriate preposition from the box on the right and adding
the appropriate article in the second blank before each
noun. Refer to the sketch to make sure you are using the
correct preposition. Prepositions may be used more than
once.

Olivers Haus steht Ecke Bauer-
stra0e. Es ist ein groBes Haus mit dl:ei
Stockwerken. Haus ist die
Garage. Das Auto steht Garage.
Der Garten ist Haus. Am Zaun,

Gartentiir, tangt das Schild.
Der Dachboden ist Wohnung.
Wenn es regnet, hangt Olivers Mutter die
WNsche Soden.

(Oliver's house is the corner of
Bauer Street. It's a big house with
three stories. the house is the
garage. The car is the garage.
'.ehe garden is the house. On the
fence, the garden gate, hangs a
sign. The attic is the living
quarters. When it rains, Oliver's mother
hangs the wash the attic.)28

an
auf
hinter
in

neben
bier

on
over
above
behind
in

next to

t- Sch lid

o
Zaun

Auto

Baum
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2. Multiple-choice cues. A modified cloze passage is presented

to students in which gaps in the discourse are accompanied by
multiple-choice options below the text, within the text, or
beside the slots in the margin. (See pp. 29 and 30 for examples

of two possible formats.)

E. Discourse Trapsformation

In order to test discourse c petence in conjunction with

grammatical competence, teache can design test items in which

students transform the discou e in some way, using specific

grammatical features recentlyfretudied.

1. Direct object pronouns. The following item requires elemen-
tary French students to modify an original passage by using
direct object pronouns for any repeated nouns, which results in
a much more cohesive and less stilted text.

Sample (a)

(Original Passage): Jeannette aime beaucoup la tele-

vision. Elle regarde la television tout le temps. Ses

programmes prefer& sont "M*A*S*H," "Lou Grant," et les

rediffusions (reruns) de "Mary Tyler Moore." Elle regarde

ces programmes le lundi. Elle aime scouter les informations

aussi, surtout le matin. Elle ecoute les informations de la

chatne 8, d'habitude. Maintenant, elle regarde un film.
.ELle aime beaucoup le film parce que Cary Grant est l'acteur

principal. Elle adore Cary Grant, et elle regarde tous ses

vieux films.
Le dimanche, alle aime regarder les emissions speciales

qu'on peut voir sur la chatne 12. Elle va regarder ces
emissions ce week-end. Elle ne veut pas manquer (miss) ces

emissions cette semaine.

Directives. Refaites les phrases oa it y a un nom rd11.4td.

Utilisez un pronom convenable. Jeannette aime beaucoup lag

television. . Ses programmes
prefer& sont "M*A*S*H," "Lou Grant," et les rediffusion% de

"Mary Tyler Moore." . Elle

aime &outer les informations aussi, surtout le matin.
. Maintenant, elle regarde un film.

Elle parce que Cary Grant est

l'acteur principal. , et elle

regarde tous ses vieux films.
Le dimanche, elle aime regarder les emissions speciales

qu'on peut voir sur la chatne 12.

(Jeannette really likes television. She watches television

all the time. Her favorite programs are "M*A*S.8," "Lou
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Grant," and "Mary Tyler Moore" reruns. She watches these
programs on Mondays. She likes to listen to the news, too,
especially in the morning. She listens to the news on chan-
nel B, usually. Now she's watching a movie. She likes the
movie a lot because Cary Grant is the leading actor. She
adores Cary Grant, and she watches all of his old films.

On Sundays, she likes to watch special programs that you
can see on channel 12. She's going to watch these programs
this weekend. She doesn't want to miss these programs this
week.

Directions: Redo the sentences where there is a repeated
noun. Use the appropriate object pronoun. Jeannette really
likes television.

. Her
favorite programs are "M*A*S*H," "Lou Grant," and "Mary
Tyler Moore" reruns.

. She
likes to listen to the news, too, especially in the morning.

. Now she's watching a movie.
because Cary Grant is the

leading actor.
, and she

watches all of his old films.
On Sundays, she likes to watch special programs that you

can see on Channel 12.

2. Elaboration with adverbs. In this test item, students are
first required to convert adjectives to adverbs and then, read-
ing the passage, choose an appropriate adverb for each slot in
the discourse, making certain the adverb makes sense

Sample (a)

Liste des adiectifs a transformer en adverbes: bref, final,
gentil, immdiat, lent, malheureux, poli, rapide, vain,
violent

Rendez cette histoire plus vivante en substituant a chaque
ad3ectif propos4 l'adverbe correspondant qui convient pour
le contexte. Le premier tiret est rempli pour servir come
exemple.

L'Inspecteur s'est finalement endormi a minuit. Mais,
le t414Phone a sonn4 a deux heures du matin. Le

dtective a essay de trouver le re-cepteur. I1 l'a
decroch4 et a dit "A118?" Une voix de femme a !..4.pondu

avec des mots qu'il ne comprenait pas . "Repetez
, s'il vous plait, Madame" a-t-il demand

. "Il
est mart" a dit la dame. "Qui?" a-t-il demand4
"Mon chien. N'ates-vous pas monsieur le v16.t4rinaire?"
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(List of adjectives to change to adverbs: brief, final,

gentle, immediate, slow, polite, rapid, vain, violent

Make this story more lively by using adverbs in the slots;
use adverbs that correspond to the adjectives above.

The telephone rang at two o'clock in the morning.

The detective tried to find the receiver. He took it

off the hook and said "Hello?" A woman's voice

answered in words that he wasn't able to understand

. "Would you please say that again , madame?" he

asked . "He's dead," said the woman, . "Who?"

he aske' . "My dog. Aren't you the veterinarian?")29

In this example, various adverbs could be used in some of

he blanks and still make sense, although they would flavor the

;tory differently. Credit should be given for any acceptable
Averb given. This particular item combines reading comprehen-
sion, discourse competence, and grammatical competence and
nould be scored accordingly. (Partial credit should be given
Or correct forms, even though correct fit is not achieved, and

'ice-versa.) One solution is to put the adjectives to be trans-

ormed next to the blanks where they belong. This changes the

ature of the item, however, reducing it to a grammatical task

mbedded within the discourse. The teacher should decide which

:cmpetencies to tap when choosing among possible formats and
nould score the item accordingly.

Elaboration with relate ,e clauses. In this type of item,

itudents learn to write more cohesive discourse via relative

:lause constructions. One possibility is to give the students a

'ery simplistic narrative passage, perhaps a paragraph long, in

rhich asterisks are inserted wherever a relative clause could be

Ldded. (Any elaborative mechanism could be tested in this

tanner: students could be asked to add adjectives, adverbs,

:cmnectors, and the like, depending on the grammatical category

:hat t3 -e teacher wishes to test.) If students are responsible

or adding relative clauses of their own invention, this item

acomes a creative writing item as well, allowing for divergent

Lnswers. One way to limit the possibilities (i.e., test for

:onvergent answers) is to set the task up in the following way:

Sample (a)

Link the two phrases in each section of the rIrrative below

with a relative pronoun. The symbol * indicates the

beginning of thv ,t_ive clause.
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1. Je vais prendre des vacances. *J'ai vraiment besoin de
vacances. 2. Ma camarade de chambre* vient avec moi. Le
nom de ma camarade de chambre est Elise. 3. Elise a une
nouvelle voiture. *Elle a achet4 sa voiture en f4Vrier.
4. Nous allons a Neuchatel. *Les parents d'Elise ont une
maison a Neuchatel. 5. Le pere d'Elise* nous a invit4es.
Elise a t1l4Phon4 a son pere la semaine derniere....

(1. I'm going to go on vacation. *I really need a vaca-
tion. 2. My roommate* is coming with me. My roommate's
name is Elise. 3. Elise has a new car. *She bought her
car in February. 4. We're going to Neuchatel. *Elise's
parents have a house in Neuchatel. 5. Elise's father*
invited us. Elise called her father last week....)30

The example above eliminates the need for students to add
relative clauses on their own. For this reason, it is perhaps
better suited for discrete-point, diagnostic testing than is the
creative version mentioned earlier. However, the creative
writing task, in which students invent their on elaborative
clauses, constitutes a better global writing task, since dis-
course competence is coupled with grammatical competence. Such
tasks may be reserved for a general achievement test or a final
exam.

4. Partial conversations (reading/writing). A somewhat.more
creative writing item is one in which students read half a con-
versation and are asked to supply a logical "other half," imag-
ining, for example, what a person on the other end of a phone
line must have been saying. This format is especially useful
for testing question formation, or, 7:re specifically, testing
interrogative pronouns, adjectives, o: adverbs.

Sample (a)

Imaginez l'autre partie de la conversation au t4I.4phone.
Quelles sorts les questions pose-es? Les mots souligne's
indiquent la r4ponse a la question imaginaire.

Jean-Luc: A115?
Marie-Eve:
Jean-Luc: Robert? Non, is -'est pas ici.
Marie-Eve: 7

Jean-Luc: Il est a la bibliotheque ce soir.
Marie-Eve: 7

Jean-Luc: Je crois 4tudie pour son examen d'histoire.
Marie-Eve:
Jean-Luc: Probablement vers 11 heures. Je lui dirai que

to as teilkhond', d'accord?... Au revoir, Marie-
Eve.
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(Imagine the other part of the telephone conversation below.
What are the asked? The underlined words indicate

the answer to the imaginary question.

Jean-Luc: Hello?
Marie-Eve:
Jean-Luc: Robert? No, he's not here.

Marie-Eve:
Jean-Luc: He's at the library this evening.
Marie-Eve:
Jean-Luc: I think he's studying for his history test.

Marie-Eve:
Jean-Luc: Probably around 11 o'clock. I'll tell him you

called, OK? Bye, Marie-Eve.)

less convergent item, in which many questions might be
'ossible, is given below.

Sample (b)

Voici quelques rIponses aux questions posies par le fre're de
Jean-Paul, qui lii rend visite a l'universitI. Inventez des

questions avec des expressions interrogatives.

(1)

(2)

(3)

C'est une revue frangaise.

A l'universitl.

Jacqueline.

7

7

(Here are a few answers to questions asked by Jean-Paul's
brother, who's visiting him at the university. Invent some
possible -1aLstion using interrogative expressions you know.

(2)

(3)

It's a French magazine.

Ai the university.

Jacqueline.)31

7

7

). Eliciting appropriate questions. Another way to elicit
.nterrogative words and expressions is to provide a series of
statements in which certain words have been left out. Students

lust ask an appropriate question to find out what those missing
elements are. The example below asks students to imagine that
:hey are listening to a radio broadcast during an electrical
;tom, and that static interrupts the L/oadcast whenever they
see the symbol /1/.
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Sample (a)

Une soiree orageuse, vous coutez une emission a la radio
sur la sante et la grande_erme. Mais it y a beaucoup de
parasites (static) et it est difficile d'entendre tous les
mots. Voici quelques extraits du programme. Quelles
questions devez-vous poser pour savoir ce que le speaker a
dit?

Modale: "Pendant notre derniare Omission, /// nous a con-
seill de faire plus de promenades." Vous dites: "Qui nous
a conseill de faire plus de promenades?"

(1) 'Pour etre en grande forme, on doit /// tous les jours."
(2) "Pour viter les problames digestifs, /// est haute-

ment recommand."
(3) "La nuit, quand vous ne pouvez pas dormir, vous pouvez

toujours compter sur ///."

(One stormy night, you're listening to a radio program on
health and fitness. But there is a lot of static and it's
hard to hear all the words. Here are some excerpts from the
program. What questions do you have to ask to find out what
the speaker said?

Model: "During our last program, /// advised us to take
more walks." You say, "Who advised us to take more walks?"

(1) To be in good shape, you have to //: every day."
(2) "To avoid digestive problems, /// is highly recom-

mended."
(3) "At. night, when you can't sleep, you can always count

on ///.")

F. Information Gaps (Listening/Writing)

A combination of listening and writing items that resembles
the real-world tasks of note taking and interviewing can be
achieved by the integrative format described below. Students

listen to a short account of an incident and fill out a form on
their test papers, much as they would do for the listening items
described under Sample 2 on pages 15-17. In this task, however,
some of the information requested on the form is not given in
the passage. After hearing the passage twice, students must
devise a series of questions that would elicit the missing
information they need for the form.

Sample 1.

Interview between a journalist and a witness to a um inci-
dent. (English is used here for purposes of illustration,
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but the passage, which is to be read twice tc students,
would be in the target lafiguage.)

Journalist:
Witness:
Journalist:
Witness:

Journalist:
Witness:

Journalist:
Witness:

What is your name, sir?
Kenneth Arnold.
What happened, exactly?
I was flying in my personal plane on my way to
Phoenix. All of a sudden, I saw a blinding
light reflected off my plane. I looked around,
and on my left I saw a formation of nine flying
objects.
Are you sure they weren't just airplanes?
No, they moved too fast and they were shaped
like saucers.
What did you do?
I put out an alert to otter planes in the
region over my radio.

Student Information Sheet: Fill in the information needed
below as you listen to the passage. You will hear the pas-
sa..2,e twice. There are some items on your form for which no
information is given. After you have filled in all the
facts you hear, design appropriate questions to get the rest

the information you need.

Witness's name
Witness's occupation
Location of witness at time of incident
Date and time of incident
Number of objects sighted
Color of objects
Shape of objects
Witness's first thoughts on seeing the objects

Additional questions you need to ask:

In scoring an item such as this, it is important to avoid
"double jeopardy": points can be awarded for all the facts
taken down from Lhe listening passage and additional points for
each appropriate question asked in the follow-up task. If a

student did not hear a piece of information that was provided in
the passage, but did ask an appropriate question to elicit that
information, partial credit can be given. Because this item is
integrative in nature, and success in the second task is some-
what dependent on success in the first task, it is important to
devise a scoring procedure that does not penalize the student
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too harshly for missed information, and that does award credit
for efforts to compensate for that part of the test item massed.
The nature of this item is such that a student who understood
very little of the passage could still gain points on the fol-
low-up task, since it is clear from the Student Information
Sheet what questions need to be asked, and points can be awarded
for any appropriate question formulated by the student.

G. Logical Continuation (Listening/Speaking
or Reading /Writing)

Another divergent-production item type that requires
creative writing is the logical continuation item. Students
read a short paragraph describing a situation. They are then
required to write a one- or two-sentence logical continuation of
the paragraph. They may, for example, write a concluding sen-
tence or produce another sentence to carry the narrative on in
some way. This item blends reading comprehension with creative
writing (in order for students to produce a logical continua-
tion,.they must have understood the point of the preceding para-
graph). The conclusion or continuation the students write can
be scored in terms of its semantic and linguistic content: a
coherent and appropriate conclusion that is faulty can be
awarded partial credit; a correct .3entence that does not follow
the paragraph logically can also receive partial credit.

Howard (1980) gives an example of a logical continuation of
a conversation in terms of its sociolinguistic appropriateness.

Sample 1.

Consider the following: Un commis tres obligeant a la
reception de votre hotel vous assure qu'une lettre attendue
n'est pas arrivle. Vous de7sirez lui ripondre poliment.
vous dit: "Je regrette, Madame. Peut-titre que cette lettre
arrivera dans le courrier de l'apres-midi." (A very polite
clerk at the reception desk at your hotel assures you that a
letter you've been waiting for has not arrived. You want to
respond politely. He says to you, "I'm sorry, Madame.
Maybe your letter will be in the afternoon mail.")

Question: Comment r6Pondriez-vous poliment au commis? (How
would you respond politely to the clerk?)32

This variation of the item involves production of language
"delicacy." Howard admits that there may be difficulty in
accounting properly for students' language le 1, personality,
maturity, experience--"and even legitimate idi yncrasies"
(p. 279). She does not see this as a real prob m if the test
designer affords enough practice materials in sim ar s' cations
prior to the test.
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Dictation and Variations on Dictation

(Reading/Listening/Writing)

Various opinions have been expressed about the value of dic-

tation as an integrative skills test. Oiler (1973) is perhaps

the principal proponent of this type of test format, though many

other educators have been supporting its use for years. One

advantage of dictation is that it can combine many discrete

points of grammar and vocabulary in natural language contexts,

especially if all the dictated sentences follow one another

logically to form a whole paragraph. Variations on dictation

mi:nt include some of the ideas listed helow.

Dictation of rice:::tions in the target language. Students

write target-language answers to questions that foll,w each

other logically, or all questions relate tr a single theme.

. Part. ,I. or "spot" dictations. Student.E, fill in gaps on

tneir .;ritten copy of a passage.

dictation of oassage.

.
Dictation of sentences in land= orde ,-.11 of which, when

rearranged, form a logical paragraph or convers,tion.

dents write dictated material, then rearrange.

.
Dict,.tion of nTrections for arriving at a destination. Stu-

dents follow tne dictated directions an accompanying map.

. Dictation of descriptive passage. Students (-loose appropri-

ate picture matching description from several options.

. Dictation of passage. Students answer comprehension ques-

tions in the native language related to the dictated

material. The questions are presented on their test papers

below the space allocated for the passage.

All the variations on dictation suggested here require students

to process for its content the language they have taken down

verbatim. Scoring of these items may become complicated, how-

ever, as it is again important to avoid "double jeopardy" for

items missed on both the dictation and on the follow-up task.

These and other testing problems need to be addressed as new

communicative and situationalized formats are developed in the

future.

I. Translation and Translation Cues (Writing)

The translation task is still a viable option for tests of

writing skills; though some foreign language educators are
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uncomfortable with the use of the native language that this
entails, one can argue that translation--at least at the
beginning levels--represents a major type of cognitive activity
associated with language learning. Some of the advantages of
translation include the need to recall appropriate structures
and vocabulary and the need to join these individual elements of
language into meaningful thoughts. Translation, therefore,
involves both analysis and synthesis of language elements, and
represen'Is a cognitive task that should reap real benefits for
language learners as they develop their competence in the new
idiom.

Traditionally, translation tests have consisted of random
lists of sentences to be rendered into the native or target
language, although one occasionally runs across tests where
whole paragraphs or intact passages are used. What is suggested
here is that for testing written skills, translation tests be
used in some contextualized way, and that the task require stu-
dents to go from the native language into the target language
exclusively.

In order to make translation serve communicative language
goals, the text to be translated ought to be representative of
communicative language use. One might be required to write a
letter in the foreign language, for example, imagining that a
friend wanted to write to a native speaker of that language and
requested help.

An alternative to word-for-word translation is the transla-
tion cue. This following example was designed as a follow-up to
a partial translation item in which a police inspector was
investigating a murder at the LeRoux mansion outside of Paris.
Some continuity between sections of the test is therefore pro-
vided. Students are given a set of indirect questions that they
must transform to direct questions, or they mw_:t change indirect
discourse to direct discourse, as in the sample item below.

Sample 1.

You are helping the chief inspector of police, who is inter-
viewing various guests at the Le::oux mansion outside of
Paris on the night of the murder. Suppose you are asked to
interview the butler. Formulate in French appropriate ques-
tions to find out the following information.

Ask the butler:
how long he has been working here.
if he knows the guests .:eisonally.

where he worked three years ago.
what he was doing while the guests were play_14 cards.
if he knows how the murder was committed.

The translation item is integrative in the sense that
ments of the foreigr language are synthesized to
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task. It is also diagnostic and enables the teacher to pinpoint

those structures and vocabulary items that students have not yet

mastered. When done well, translation tasks can be "seeded"

with many discrete points of grammar and lexicon and represent
an efficient way to test a variety of points in context.

The previous item can be used to test question formation, as
well as other specific points of grammar, by using indirect
discourse cues in the target language instead of in the native
language. This variation changes the nature of the task: the

need to recall vocabulary and structures in the foreign language
is eliminated to some extent; however, it does still constitute
a mixed-skills item, combining reading comprehension with writ-

ten production, as in the German version below:

Sample 2.

Sic helfen dem Polizisten, der :n die verschiedenen Gasten
von dem Haus Schmidt auflerhalb wahrend der Hecht des

Mordes, Fragen stellt. Stellen Sie sich vor, daa Sie den

Butler interviewen. Stellen Sie gute deutsche Fragen, um
die folgenden Auskiinfte zu erfahren.

Fragen Sie den Butler:
wie lenge er hier schon arteitet.
ob er die Gaste persBnlich kennt.
wo er vor drei Jahren gearbeitet hat.
ob er weiB, wie der Mord begangen wurde.

(You are helping the policeman who is interviewing the
guests at the Schmidt house outside of Kioln, on the night of

the murder. Imagine that you are interviewing the butler.
Ask the correct German questions to find out the following
information.

Ask the butler:
how long he has been working here.
if he knows the guests personally.
where he worked three years ago.
if he knows how the murder was committed.)

Again, this task, as well as other mixed-skills items
discussed in this section, is integrative in nature; because
this is so, failure to answer appropriately may be due to one or

more of the following problems:

. Failure to comprehend the situational (Germ,a) paragraph
introducing the indirect question cues

. Failure to comprehend the German indirect question cues

themselves
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. Failure to transform the indirect question cues to direct
questions, either because of a lack of requisite grammatical
knowledge or because of a misunderstanding of the task
itself and what it entails

The first of these problems may really have little effect on the
eventual answer produced by the students, especially if they

understand the indirect question cues. The last problem men-
tioned--misunderstanding of the task itself--can be avoided if
Jtudents have enough prior practice in switching from indirect
discourse to direct discourse in class. Many teachers find,
however, that students often react with some confusion to
indirect questions: when given the stimulus "Demandez a X s'il
a un frere," many students invariably will respond, "S'il a un
frere." They seem to have fewer problems if the indirect ques-
tion is in the native language. When cued "Ask X if he has a
brother," most students understand that they are to formulate
the question "X, do you have a brother?" Failure to produce the
question is usually due to a lack of vocabulary or grammatical
knowledge. For this reason, it is perhaps preferable to use
translation cues on tests rather than target-language indirect
question cues, although some teachers may prefer the latter
because of a distaste for translation.

J. Strategic Competence in Writing:
Some Possible Formats

As mentioned earlier, strategic competence is o' ect of
communicative ability that may be extremely helpful :finning

language learners, since it involves the ability to eonver-

bal and verbal communication strategies to compensate for break-
downs in communication, due to interference, distraction, or
insufficient knowledge. Some of these strategies can be devel-
opei via classroom activities and tested on unit exams and
quizzes. Classroom tasks that will help develop some of these
strategies include (1) thinking of paraphrases for unknown
vocabulary or expressions; (2) thinking of synonyms; (3) asking
additional questions for needed information; and (4) guessing at
unknown words in listening or reading materials. The last-named
skill can be developed via cloze-type tasks such as those dis-
cussed under reading comprehension formats. The first three
skills may be developed through speaking and writing practice
activities and tested in both oral and ..:ritten exams.

Sample 1.

Parap- rasing. Imagine you are descLibing your house or
apartment in the U.S. to a French friend, but that you can't
recall the names of the following objects, rooms of the
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house, etc. How can you get across your meaning withow:
using the words themselves? Think of a definition, descrip-
tion, or short paraphrase for each of the following words,
using the model as your guide.

Modele: (dining room) "c'evc la piece oil it y a une table
pour manger." ("It's the room where there's a table for
eating.")

a) the bathroom
a) the bureau (in the bedroom)
c) the curtains
d) the back yard

Sample 2.

Synonyms. Racontez l'histoire suivante. Remplacez l'ex-
pression soulign4e par un verbe pronominal (reflexive).

A sept heures du matin, Sylvie ouvre les yeux, elle sort
de son lit, fait sa toilette, et met ses VEements. A huit
heures, elle guitte 1, maison. Au travail, elle commence a
parler au t14phone. Sylvie finit de travailler vers six
heures; elle fait une promenade et parfois ses amies et elle
vont pager a la piscine. Le soir, elle va au lit et elle
trouve le sommeil tres vite.

(Synonyms. Tell the following story. Replace the under-
lined expression with a reflexive verb.

At seven a.m., Sylvie opens her eyes, she gets out of
the bed, washes uk, and puts on her clothes. At eight
o'clock, she leaves the house. At work, she starts to talk
on the phone. Sylvie finishes working about six o'clock; she
takes a walk and sometimes her friends and she go swimming
at the pool. In the evening, she goes to bed and she falls
asleep very quickly.)33

(In French, all the underlined verbs have refle.:Lve counter-
parts.)

In both items above, students learn that there is r.1re than one
way to express one's meaning in the foreign language, and de-
velop some confidence in their own communicative strategies.
Such tasks encourage creativity and flexibility--important
skills in developing strategic competent,? in another language.
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K. "Open-Ended' Personalized Questions

Another type of writing item that allows for divergent
answers, while m ill focusing on the vocabulary and structures
to some extent, is the personalized question. Such questions
can be used on quizzes, unit tests, and general achievement
tests; the questions themselves might be oral or written, dic-
tzted to students or presented on the test paper. On the exam
in which these questions appeared (see Appendix A), students
were given a choice: they were told er1F-er eight questions

out of the eleven given, using two- to tl -sentence answers.

Equal credit was awarded for both comprehensibility of the
answer (content) and accuracy (grammatical correctness).

Sample 1.

Choisissez huit (8) questions et r4pondez a ces questions
avec deux ou trois phrases completes.

a) oa habitez-vous a l'universitI? Dicrivez votre cha. ,re.

b) :0.1'est-ce que vous 4tudiez a l'universitI? Combien de

cours avez-vous? Quels sont les Jour-5 °a vous allez a
ces cours et a quelle heure allez-vous en cours?

c) Comment trouvez -vous la vie universitaire?
d) Quel est votre repas pre.firi et qu'est-oe que vous

mangez et buvez?...

(Choose eight questions and respond with two- to three-
sentence answers.

a) Where do you live at the university? Describe y,ur

5) What are you studying at the university? how

courses do you have? W% At dDys you go t.. these

courses and at what time?
c) What do you think of ucliumr%
d) What is your favorite meal and what do jou eat and

arink?...)

A choice in answering questions is given so that students who may
experience a "mental block" on one particular item are able to
demonstree their skills in another domain. Some students may
also have very little to say about a certain topic, either in
the second language or in the native language, but can think of
much more to discuss about another topic. Because the questions
are open-ended and not focused on particular vocabulary or
grammar, each question can be scored for its comprehensibility,
aprropriateness, content, and accuracy.
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IV. ORAL SKILLS FORMATS

One of tL most difficult types of tests to create, sched-
ule, administel, and grade is the oral test. Suggestions for

oral testing, along with descriptions of possible scoring proce-
dures, have been discussed in many sources, including Bartz
(1979), Howard (1980), Linder (1977), Schulz and Bartz (1975),
Valette (1977, ) and Valdman (1981)- One of the professional
priorities in classroom testing for the 1980s is the development
of good tests of oral proficiency that can measure global com-
municative skills while enabling teachers to gather diagnostic
information at the same time. Nowhere else in our classroom
testing programs can we get across to students the message that
communicative language use is a major goal of instruction.

A. Taped Exams

Oral tests can vary from those in which students respond in
a laboratory to tape-recorded materials to those in which face-
to-face oral interviews, such as the ACTFL/ETS oral proficiency
interview, are used. Valdman (1981) describes a taped oral exam
developed at Indiana University for first-semester French stu-
dents. The Indiana University French Communicative Ability Test
(IUFCAT) consists of three sections: Part I, pictorially cued
responses; Part II, personal questions; and Part III, situa-
tional responses.34

Valdman's test uses three scoring criteria: (1) semantic
and pragmatic appropriateness, (2) graMmaticality and correct
form of lexical .'_ems, and (3) fluency and accuracy, with
greater weight given to the first two categories. Although
answers are somewhat open-ended on some parts of the IUFCAT as
described, the nature of the exam seems less integrative and
less interactive tI,In some of the other o;rions available for
achievement testing of oral skills.

Monologues and Exchanges

Several ideas for oral test formats have been proposed by
Boylan (1982,, who has developed a series of oral tests in Span-
ish for tiegia ning and intermedi-te students at the University of
Illinois. Such tests might be given during a course of study,
with a more general oral proficiency Interview administered as a
final exam. In the fourth-semester Spanish course, for example,
students take an oral test in which they engage in both mono-
logues and conversational e.--.1nges. Students randomly draw two
or three topi,s from a set of topic cards (related to topics
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discussed in class). Each topic card has a set of opinion
questions as a guide for the monologue portion of the exam.
After the students give their impromptu monologue on one of the
topics chosen, the instructor asks follow-up questions on
the information they have provided. A second part of the
test consists of an interview in which students pose questns
for the instructo -, based either on one of the other toit; cards
chosen initially or on a role-play situation. Two saxtpl-: top:o
cards giver, to the ,student for the monologue portion
interview are i'rovided below:

Sample 1.

"Los pellgros y beneficios de la tecnologia'
and Benefits of Technology"). You may wish :_ u. tn-
following in your monologue:

Some benefits that we have received from mod ;:o-

logical discoveries and inventions
. Some of the negative effects that modern tocIlhology
create/has created

What the governmer-'s role snould be wit. r,spect Lch-
nology and indust ization

ample

"Los metodos de comunicaciOn: la televisiOn y la prensa"
("Methods of Communication: Television and the Press"

, Y.au
may wish to include the fcllowing in your moiologue:

. As forms of communication, what are the advantages/disad-
vantages of television and newspapers?
What, if any, are the various effects of television on
children?

. ;'could TV and the press always reflect reality?
What are your feelings with regard to advertising in
newspapers and o TV?

Boylan provides teaching assistants with a seL of questions they
may want to use in the interview following the monologue.
Teaching assistants may ask other questions as well, but the
questions provided serve as both a guide and a reliability
control measure so that test questions asked during interviews
are consistent from one student to the next. The following
questions are to be used with the monologue tcidcs described
above:

eligros y beneficio!-; do la tecnologia"

:.Cugl es un aparato tecnolOgico que uses frecuentemente?
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LSi no existiera este apar ?to, de qu6 manera serfa

diferente tu vida?

b) LPiensas que las maquinas tienen demaoiado control en
nuestra vida? Lpor sf/por qu6 no? Da ejemplos.

c) LEstarfas mas contentu El v07;.eras en un pafs menos
tecnoldgico: 4por qu6 sf,pofqu( no?
4Apoyas el uso/desarrollo de la energfa atdmica? epor

qu£ sf/por que" nu?

s migtodos de comunice.ci6n: la televisidn y la prensa"

LCuSles son algunos efectos negativos clue la televisidn
puede causar en los adultos?

b) 4Cu.41 es tu programa favorito? Lpor to gusta?

c) Si tuvieras hijos, 4cdmo controlarfas los programas que

miraran #n la televi
d) Si no existiera la televisiSn, zde qu manera seria

diferente la vida del norteamericano promedio?
e) 4Piensas que deben existir lfmites en la libertad de la

prensa? Len que..casos?

f) LDebe la prensa expresar opiniones, o sc:lo debe reportar
las nota-cns? Explica.

g) ZCIales son algunas diferencias entre, los perinicos
espailbles y los norteamericanos? LCuSles son algunas
semejanzas entre ellos?

("The Dangers and Benefits of Technology")

a) What is a technological, device that you use frequently?
If this device didn't exist, how would your life be
different? 7

b) Do you think machines have too much control of our
lives? Wh:1 or why not? Give examples.

c) Would you be happier if you lived in a ..;ountry that was

less technologically one .!d? Why or why not?
d) Do you support the use/development of atomic energy?

Why or why not?

"Methods of Commu-.-cat_on: Television and the Press"

a) What are some .,:gative effects that television can cause

among adults?
b) What is your favorite prdgram? Why do you like it?

c) If you had children, how would you control the programs
they watch on television?

d) If television didn't exist, how would the middle-class
North American person'slife'be different?

e) LK) you think there ought to be limitations on t'Ae free-

dom of the press? In what situations?

f) Should the press express opinions, or just -1,,ct facts?

Explain.
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g) What are some differences between Spanish and North
American periodicals? What are some of the similarities
,.ytween them?)

In the third section of the exam, Boylan provides students
with English cues on interview cards for each topic. An example
for the topic on advantages and disadvantages of technology is
given below:

"Los peligros c Los de la techologra." For those who
did Arreola's utcri ,)u might like this one:

Your instruct. ,^ door-to-door salesperson, trying to
sell the revolutionary new household product, "Plastitex."
He or she has airead7 described the product to you, but you
want to obtain some more information before makr.; a deci-
sion. '->u may want to find out the following:

. How ch the product costs

. If it nas a guarantee

. If it could cause any dangerous
How long the product has been on the ,o

. Mow it was tested before going on saim
If he or s:lenas sold many in your neighborhood

In Figure 3, the instrument used by Boylan to rate student per-
formance on oral exams is prol.Ided.

Fig. 3. Rating .1::trument.

SPANISH 124

Part I: Monologue (34%)

ORAL FINAL EXAM ST;JDENT

Fluency 1 2 3 4 5 6
Vocabulary 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6

Structure 1 2 3 4 5 6
Colaprehensibility 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Section total /34

rt II: :inering Questions on Monologue

L-1,ency 1 2 4 5

Vocabulary 1 2 3

Structure 1 2 3 4

Comprehensibility 1 2 3 4 b 7 8

Listening Corr 1 2 3 4 6

Section ...al /26
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Fig. 3. (continued)

Part III: Interview (Asking Questions) (40%)

Fluency 1 2 3 4 5 6
Vocabulary 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Structure 1 2 3 4 5 6
Comprehensibility 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Listening Comp. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Weighting of Scales

Vocabulary-19%
Fluency-17%
Structure-16%
ComprehensibiliLy--34
Listenin4 Comprehension-14%

Part I: Merle..,

Section total /40

Test total /100

INTERVALS

Fluency

1 Speech haltin al pauses, or
utterances left ,rt.r;Ish t

2 Speech very slow anc _ or routine
sentences

3 Speech frequently hesitant and jerky; sentences may be
left uncompleted

4 .-cme definite stumbling, but r7anages to rephrase or con-
tinue

5 ech generally natural and .7oritinupus; only slight
stumbling cr unnatural pauses

6 Speech natural and continuous; n unnatural pauses

Vocabulary ('breadth and precision of usage)

1-2 Lacks basic words; inadequate; Inaccurate usage
3-4 Often lacks needed words; somewhat inaccurate usage
5-6 Occasionally lacks basic words; generally accurate usage
7-8 Rich and extensive vocabulary; very accurate usage

Structure

1

2

No utterances structurally correct

Very few utterances structurally ( -ect
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Fig. 3. ,_:ontinued)

3 Some utterances rendered correctly, but major structural
problems remain

4 Many correct utterances, but with definite structural
problems

5 Most utterances rendered correctly, with some minor struc-
tural errors

6 Jtterances almost always correct

Comprehenbility

1-3 Almost entirely/entirely incomprehensible to native
speaker of Spanish

4-6 Mostly incomprehensible; occasional phrases comprehen-
Sibie

7-9 Many errors, about half incomprehensible

10-12 Many errors, but still mostly comprehensible

13-14 Almost entirely / entirely comprehensible to native
speaker of Spanish; only an occasional word not
compreile:.sible/no words incomprehensible

Part II: Answering Questions on Mol.._logue (26%)

Fluency

1 Speech halting and fragmentary; 1,,ng, unnatural pauses or
utterances

2 Speech frequently hesitant and jerky; sentences may be
left viL:ompleted

3 Some definite stumbling, but manages to rephrase or con-
tinue

4 Speech generally n._ural and continuous; only slight
stumbling or unnat,ral pauses

5 Speech natural and continuous; no unnatural pauses

Vocabulary (breadth c,d precision of usage)

1 Lacks basic words; inadequate; inaccurate usage
Occasionally lacks basic words; generally Accurate usage

3 Extensive vocabulary; accurate usage

Structure

1 Few/no utterances structurally correct

2 Some utterances correct, but major structural problems
remain
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Fig. 3. (continued)

3 Many correct utterances, but definite structural problems
remain

4 Utterances almost always correct

Comprehensibility

1 2 Incomprehensible/almost incomprehensible to native
speaker of Spanish

3-4 Many errors that impede comprehensibility less than
half understandable

5-6 Some/few errors, but still mostly comprehensible

7-8 Almost or totally comprehensible to native speaker of
Spanish

Listening Comprehension

1-2 Student comprehends nothing/little of what instructor
says

3-4 Student comprehends some/a lot of what instructor says

5-6 Student comprehends most/all of what instructor says

Part Interview (Asking Questions) (40%)

Fluency

1 Speech halting and fragmentary; long, unnatuL:C pauses or
utterances

2 Speech very slow and uneven, except for short or routine
sentences

3 Speech frequently hesitant and jerky; sentences may be
left uncompleted

4 Some definite stumbling, but manages to rephrase or con-
tinue

5 Speech generally natural and continuous; only slight
stumbling ,innatural pauses

6 Speech nal-ural and continuous; no unnatural pauses

Vocabulary (breadth and precision of usage)

Lacks basic words; inadequate, inaccurate usage
3-4 Often lacks needed words; somewhat inaccurate usage
5-6 Occasionally lacks basic words; generally accurate usage
7-8 Rich and extensive vocabulary; very accurate usage
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Fig. 3. (continued)

Structure

1 No utterances rendered correctly

2 Very few utterances rendered correctly

3 Same utterances rendered
problems remain

4 Many correct utterances,
problems

5 Most utterances rendered
tural errors

6 Utterances almost always

Comprehensibility

1-2 Entirely/almost entirely
speaker of Spanish

3-4 Mostly incomprehensible;
sible

correctly, but major structural

but with definite structural

correctly, with some minor struc-

correct

incomprehensible to native

occasional phrases ccmprehen-

5-6 Many errors, about half incomprehensible

7-8 Many errors, but still mostly comprehensible

Almost entirely comprehensible to native speaker cf

Spanish; only an occasional word not comprehensible

11-12 Entirely comprehensible to
no words incomprehensible

Listening Comprehension

2 Student comprehends
4

6

Student co rehends
Student compr ends
Student comprehends

native speaker of

one instructor answer
two instructor answers
three instructor answers
four instructor answers

Spanish;

C. interviews

The oral interview test described below is admiristered
following the first eight weeks of the first-semester (French
101) course at the University of Illinois. (The final exam for
oral skills is much like the oral proficiency interview devel-
oped for a,:eldemic situations by ACTFL/ETS.) The midsemester
test cofisists of a set of conversation cards that serve as a
focal point for the oral interview. Students may be intervie.zed
individually or in pairs, depending upon (1) time conc,traints,
(2) the desire i=o provide native or near-native input to the
interview (when done with one student) versus the desire to pro-
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vide students with the security and comfort of working with a

partner during the exam, and (3) the teacher's individual pref-
erence for a one-on-one interview format versus a format in
wnich he or she can be observer and notetaker without active
participation. Individual instructors should choose a format
that meets their own needs as well as thou- of their students.
but the sample test provided here 4iii serve just as well for
individual and paired interviews.

Individual Interviews

The teacher sets up a 15-20 minute appointment with each
student in the class for the oral test. To begin the interview,
both the teacher and t :e student select at random from a set of
conversation cards one iird that will serve as a focal point for
the interview.

Sample 1.

SITLIA:ION 3, LARD

Vous parlez de votre chambre 7 :'unJ_-'ersit. Posez les
luestions suivantes. Posez d'acres questions aussi, avec
des mo*:c comme "comment, "c--,bif!," "pourquoi," "quand."

(You're talking about your room at fie university. Ask the
following questions. Ask other questions, too, using words
like "how," "how much," "why," "where," "when.")

Ask your partner:
how he is today.
whom he lives with at the university.
if there is a telephone in his room.
if his friends like to visit his room.
how old his roommate is.

SITUATION B, CARD (2).

Vous .etes propri4taire et vjus avez une chambre d'ftudiant A
louer. Vote a un(e) etudiant(e). Posez les questions
suivantes, d'autres questions aussi, avec des mots
come "comm,:nt," "combien," "pourquoi," "o6," "quand."

(You're a landlord and you have a student's room for rent.
You're speaking to a student. Ask the following questions.
Ask other questions, too, using words like "how," "how
much," "why," "where," "when.")

Ask your partner:
how he is today.
where he is a student.
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if he has any animals.
if he has a television, radio, or stereo.
if he is a good, serious student.

The tea :her begins the interview by using the conversation card
he or she has chosen as a guide for interviewing the studen'_.
If a tape recorder is available, the teacher may want to tape
the interview so that it can be played back wl-en assigning a
grade. Students might be asked to provide tr.. an tapes, and
can be allowed to keep them after the test to a record of
their own oral skills against which they can compare later
speech samples. Some students may want to ,Ise the same tape to
record the next oral exams, thus documenting their own progress
throughout their coursework in the foreign language on a single
tape or set of tapes. This allows them to see dramatically the
progress they have made, which motivates them to continue with
further study. Another option is for the teacher to take down
on the left side of the score sheet the student's responses in
the first portion of the interview (see Figure 4), making notes
as to strong and weak points in the student's speech.

When the instructor has finished his or her portion of the
interview, the student asks the questions on the conversation
card and the instructor answers. Again, the teacher takes notes
of the student's performance. It is best to take down exactly
what the student says so that the speech sample is accurately
represented. Later, grades will be assigned on the basis of
that speech sample, so it is important during the interview to
make notes of pronunciation and fluency as well.

The convertion cards should serve as a stimulus for con-
versation and should not be used is a translation task exclu-
sively. Teachers sh' id feel free to expand the interview,
taking care not to i. the students beyond their current level
of linguistic compet, ,e, or at least to limt additional ques-
tions to those that they could reasonably be expected to answer
at this point in their instruction. Students should also be
encouraged to expand the interview by askim follow-up questions
fo: any answers the instructor gives; note that directions for
this type of expansion are given on the conversation cards them-
selies.

Paired Interviews

In this variant of the oral interview test, the teacher sets
up a 30-minute session for each pair of students. Each student
chooses a conversation card t begin the exam. One student asks
the q4estions first, while the other responds. In the second
part or the exam, the roles are reversed. The instructor does
not enter into the interview process directly unless one of the
students is having difficulty communicating with the other;
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otherwise, the instructor takes notes on the speech of both stu-
dents during the course of their conversation. It might be best

to use the left side of the score sheet (Figure 4) for Student A

and the right side for Student B. As in the individual inter-

view, notes should be taken on pronunciation and fluency as well

as on the actual sentence elements produced, and students should

be encouraged to expand the interview by using follow-up

questions.

Scoring the Interview Test

On the basis of the speech protocol of each student, the

instructor assigns a grade of A through E for each of four cat-

egories: pronunciation, vocabulary, grammar, and fluency. A

conversion table is provided at the bottom of the sheet, allow-
ing for some variability in the letter grade categories. For

example, a very good performance might be given an A or 5.0

grade, whereas a slightly pcorer performance, though still
meriting an A, may be given an A-, or 4.5 grade. The instructor

can check one box in each category and then convert each letter

grade assigned this way into a number. The number '.)tained is

entered in the first space to the right of the box ind multi-

plied by the weight provided: pronunciation ; vocabulary 7;

grammaticality 6; and fluency 3. The sum of tne weighted scores

will add up to 100 if all categories receive a grade of 5 (A).

The weighting of pronunciation, vocabulary, grammar, and
fluency has been determined on the basis of research using the
FSI Oral Proficiency Interview, which shows that learners in the

0-1+ range (beginning competence) have speech profiles that
reflect primarily their knowledge o, vocabulary and least their

fluency and sociolinguistic compete ::e (Higgs and Clifford

1981). For more advanced students, the weights for the oral

interview would be adjustzd somewhat differently, more

weight might be assigned to grammatical acc.lrac} fluency in

intermediate courses, where these are the goals being empha-
sized; sociolinguistic accuracy and appropria:eness might be

weighted more heavily in advanced courses.
At the end of each semester in French 101 through 104 at the

University of Illinois, an oral proficiency interview is ached-

ul.d for each student. The interview procedure used is the

ACTFL/ETS oral interview, in which a 15- tc 20-minute convers.1-

tion is held with the student, who is then rated using the

scales given in Appendix B. At the novice and 2.1termediate-low
ranges, this interview will resemble a gereral achievement test,

due to the limited nature of the students' skills and knowledge

of the language at that level. At higher levels of proficiency,

material not specifically dealt with in the course per se might

nevertheless oe explored in the effort to probe students to the

limit of their abilities and elicit a ratable sample that pro-
vides an indication of the best that they can do. Preliminary
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Fig. 4. Score sheet for oral tests

FRENCH 101 & 102 SPEAKING TEST: STUDENT SCORE SHEET

Name Name

NOTES: NOTES:

PronunciationEDCBA
x4

PronunciationEDCBA
x4I 1 1 1 1 [ 1 1 1 1

Vocabulary VocabularyEDCBA EDCBA
I F xi x7

Grammar GrammarEDCBA EDCBA
1 1 r 1 x6 = x6

Fluency Fluency
E EDCBA

x3 =
1 1 1 1 1

x3

A = 4.5 - 5.0 Total = A = 4.5 - 5.0 Total
B = 4.0 - 4.4 B = 4.0 - 4.4
C = 3.5 - 3.9 C = 3.5 - 3.9
D = 3.0 - 3.4 D = 3.0 - 3.4
E = 2.0 - 2.9 E = 2.0 - 2.9
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results of oral interviews in our first- and secon:a-year lan-
guage courses have indicated that students fall within the range

cf novice to advanced (ILR 0 through 2), wi- ma-i of the stu-

dents in the first year in the intermediate f.1 and quite a

few close t.(., or in the advanced range in the second year.
(Grades for tnese tests are assigned using the same score sheet
described earlier and illustrated in Figure 4.)

In the second-semester course at the University of Illinois,
French students go to a "survival lab" held during the middle of

the semester for a two-week period. A classroom or lounge area

is reserved for 40 hours (20 hours per week, where French 102
students can have a "live encounter" with native or near-native
speakers in role-plays of survival situations that are drawn
from the ACTFL/ETS interview procedure. (See Liskin-Gasparro,

1991, for examples of these situations.) The survival lab is
staffed by teaching assistants and professors, and students are
required to work successfully through two role-plays randomly
chosen from a set of role-play cards, in order to "pass" this
portion of the course requirements. Students who are unsuccess-
ful can return to the lab at another time and try again.

Because survival situations are used in every intermediate-
level oral proficiency interview, the survival lab serves to
verify that students in the second-semester course are capable
of handling themselves at least at the intermediate-low level
and can accomplish h tasks as finding a hotel room, getting

food in a restaurant getting gas at a station, having a medical
problem taken can- of, an the like. During the first semester
that the survival lab wa-- instituted, French 102 students

respo- .xtremel favorably to this midterm test, and many
said tr._ they telt gratified that they were already able to
function so well in the target language after one and one-half
semesters of work. Most students were especially pleased that
t:-.e survival lab allowed them the opportunity to try out their

or skills in real-world survival situations, especially with
people they had not met before.

In order to prepare students for both the survival lab and
the oral proficiency interview, we have developed a series of
videotaped role-play situations in which native speakers
either interact with one another or with an American in a
variety of encounters that foreigners might have in the target

culture. Print materials accompany each of the tapes so that
students can follow up ele viewing of the role-play with class-
room activities designed to help them deal with similar situa-

tions. Other ideas for classroom activities are discussed in
the next section.

D. Preparing Students for Oral T sts:
Score Classroom Activities

In carder t ford abundant practice in both listening and
speaking for as many students as possible during the class hour,
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activities like ose on the (.:;-P1 t-sts just described should be
done in class 13 pairs or in to: groups. All these activities
can be used as a substitute for wanipulative drills, as long as
the teacher is careful to analyze the task demands of a given
activity and match the outcomes with the practice afforded by a
less interesting sequence of drill material. For example, if a
sequence of five-minute drills in the text will enable students
to practice the formation of the past tense of certain verbs, a
well-ctosen conversation card or interview card can be designed
to accouplish -chat same end in a more interesting (and moie
communicative) fashion, using an equivalent amount of class
time.

Each of the pair or group activities suggested ?er-
ates or, the AuL,...J1ption that everyone involved has some unique
information-. to JDntribute to the others in the group. In other
words, an "inf ,crlation gap" exists within every group of stu-
dents, and Jf.y when all students listen actively to what every-
one e7-, has to say will that information gap be filled.

Conversation Cards

Students are grouped in threes for these activities. Each
student receives a card on which question prods are given. Two
students are given translation cues in their native language,
while the third student serves as the group "checker" (the
"checker" has the correct form of the questions that the other
wo students have to ask and is responsible for correcting

them). Questions are personalized, providing for divergent
answers. Again, students .n the group are encouraged to ask
follow-up questions to keep the conversation going. If students
have difficulty or are not sure about the accuracy of their
answers, they can summon the teacher for individual help. After
students have completed the interview, the-teacher may ask each
group to "report back" any interesting information obtained
during the activity, either orally or in writing. Some sample
conversation cards are provided below.

CARTE DE CONVERSATION

1) Ask your partner:
how old he/she is.
where he/she is from.
if he/she likes the University of Illinois.

why or why not?
how many courses he/she has this semest

2) Ask your partner:
why he/she is studying French.
wher. he/she works the most. (le plus)
where he/she wants to live later. (plus tard)
if he/she has a cat/dog. How many? Why?
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3) CorrecLeur/Correctrice

Carte (1)
Quel age as-tv? (Quel age es- -e que tu as?)

D'oa es-tu? (D'ou viens-tu?)
Est-ce que tu aimes d'Illinois7

Pourquoi/pourquoi pas?
Combien de tours est-ce que tu as ce semestre?

Carte (2)
Pourquoi e3t-ce que
Quand est -c' que tu
oa eat-ce que tu as
Est-ce que tu as un

Interviews

dies le francaic?
lles le plus?

ie d'habite, plus tard?

cr,-,';Ichat7 Combien7 Pourquoi?35

A different type of interview sheet is illustrated below.
Each student receives the sheet c-d uses it to interview someone

else. Then in groups of three to five, students do the "brain-
storm" activities and report back their results to the whole
class.

DES:.:RIPTflE ADJECTIVES -- DESCRIBING YOL,RSELF
OR SOMEONE YOU KNOW

INTERVIEW: Ask your partner some of the following questions to
find out about his /her personality. Your partner can qualify

his or her answer by using an adverb like "toujours," "parfois,"
"souvent," or "jmais."

Etes-vous...

agr6able on dsagrjable?
altruiste ou 4.cgol'Oce?

artiste ou sans tal.ent
(without talent)

bizarre ou normal?
calme ou agit4.7
confoi-miste ou nonconformists?
raisonnable ou draisonnable?
d6contracte. (relaxed)

nu nerveux(-se)?
difficile ou agtble?
drole ou

4hergique ou apathique?
excentrique ou ordinaire?
hypocrite ou honngte?
idealiste ou r4aliste?
impatient ou patient?
individualists ou conformists?
intelligent ou bete?
insociable ou sociable?
optimiste ou pessimiste?
simple ou compliquee
snob ou sympathique?

DROP: :N5T,3fqM: In your groups think of as many people fi-
ti,11 following descriptior as you can. Say the first ker-

wh-- c .Ties t mind.
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Nommez une personae...
drOle

sincere
exce.ntrique

individltaliste
idealiste

BRAINTORM: _..irk of as man adjectives as you can to
describe the following perole.

la fear-, ideal
sn ham me typique:

-.ilia Child:

1)ald Reagan:

Ralph Nader:
Farrah Fawcett:
le (la) camarade de chambre ideal(e):
le patron (la patronne) (boss) ideal(e):
le professeur ideal:
l'etudiant ideal:
le chauffeur Ae taxi ideal:
le dentiste ideal:

(?)

Incomplete Maps

Map activities can be -'esig n which parts of the map are
.siny (the "information gap"). identa are placed in groups
three, each with a copy of ap. The teacher distributes

Information cards to each of t ,
.

t By sharing thi.;

":secret" information, students 4n the yrcip fill in the missing
portic. of the town. (See Omaggio 1982 fox .iple materials

fo? th and other interacive activities.)

Debates

intermediate and advanced levels, students might like to
try Debating certain issues or topics in groups of two or more.
The activity sheet includes functioncj vocabulary for express:.ig
one's opinion and taking a position. Stu-l.ents choose one of the
topics given at the top of the sheet and try to '_...7orporate the
functional voceoulary during the course of their remarks.

S:IJETS DE DEBT"'

cuelles sont vos opinions ..ur lee questions suivantes?
Etes-vous pour ou contre7

. Les experiences nucleaires sont necessaires pour le progress.
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. Les drogues (comme l'alcool et r:larAjuana) sont nuisibles

(harmful) a la socit et doivent .4tre interdites.

. Une socite sans ciasse ne pours jamais exister dans un
systame capitalists.

. Il Taut supprimer la vente des armements aux r4'gic,. de

droite en Aim6rique du Sud.

C_,!MENT PRENDRE POSITIoa: MOTS UTILES POUR VGJS EXPRIMER

Je ne suis pas d'accord avec vous.
Pardon,

7ous avez tort/raison.
Ne savez-vous pas que....
`-.!upposons que....

Voila mon hypothese....
J'en conclus que....
Cette proposition nest pas pratique/realisable.
C'est une impossibility / me contr=.dicton.
A mon avis....
Pour ma part....

Sel.on moi...7

pcdat de vue est le suivant:
je suis pou7-/contre....

Je con. :ere que....

7ous avez des prifjug6s.
1. me semble que....
J'estime que....
J e su!_, convaincu/persuad6 que....
II F3 prefrable

(Silb:-..:TS FUR DEBATE

What are your opinions on the following issues? Are you for
or against them?

Nuclear experixcntation is necessary for pr:gress.
Drugs (like alcohol and marijuana) are harmtul to society
and should be forbidden.
A classless society could never exist in a capitalistic
-ystem.
We have to eilminate the sale of arms to right-wing regimes
in South America.

i13W TO TAKE A POSITION: USEFUL WORDS FUR EXPRESSING YOUR-

I don't agree with you.
Ex .se me, but....
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You're wrong /right.
Don't you know that....
Let's suppose that....
Here's my theory:
I conclude from that that.
That idea isn't practical/ Bible.
That's an impossibility/a
In my opinior

to me....
My pc. view is the followinc
Persohall, I'm for/against.
I think than....
You have some preconceived notions.
It se.rms to me that
I figure that....

I'm convinced/pers)icied tnat....
It's preferable thd-....)
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CRE;TIN,:,

Y.any teahers may agree that it would L. jo-,d t

cont'' ialized tests for their languag.., classes, bo

that they simply do not hava the time or the expertise t d so

a regular basis. Although creating contextualized tests 7r,ai

seem at first glance to be a much more difficult process than
creatin:3 c..uh-entional exam=; teachers will find that the process

becomes much easier with practi.Te. Because th contextualize0

test integrator, many linguistic an;. exical featore a few

well-chosen chtexts, the creation 2: the test is actually

simpler than when the instrument consists of many unrelated
ms. Dur experience at the University of nas shown

at (1) teaching assistants in French have learned within a
ort period of time to write good test items on the models

given in the preceding pages; and (2) no one who has helped in
the creation of contextualized tests wants to return to conven-
tional testing methods. Students have also reported that they
like these tests better than those they have had in previs
courses; they find them rrvr- "interesting" and have felt cha]-

1enged to use emir "real" language skills when t,akind
exams.

A few gu..lelines are presentad oelow or the tee her wi

would like to try to design test itrm,:, tha type dos- tied in

this book. If these steps are foil preparati d. h,:dzes

and exar)5 stool l be facilitated, and test construction not

take an incrdinate amont of Li. (It may be best to

trying -rsate a c7s(.- or short or;:' ratter than

Take an inventor-y of the mete:ial to b.. covered or, toe

test or gnu planed for the unit or lesson. Last the

major grammaticai features, new voca)ulay, and
ura: -ontent that yon wo'Jd like to on t

1,t, D. :'ecide which Ili "as von 1 like to emphasize on

this test or ..z, and c' .-)..se nome 1-i mats from among

the samples goer In the ,ges,

ivide the grammatical, lexical, ..i cultural content

in step (A) Amer . the item types chosen. He

sure to place apprcpriate emphasis on each aspect of
the language you wish to test across skill areas. To

dr . this, c,.nstructing a testing grid, such as the

in Fir;.:, r), may be helpful.



Step D. Create a simple story, dialogue, or paragraph that
includes the features you've identified for each part
of the test. You may find that you can create your own
context quite easily, especially if you keep the themes
and cultural content of the lesson or unit in mind.
For inspiration, you might want tc lock at reading pas-
sages, cultural commentary, or dialogues in your text,
or choose a passage from a supplementary reader at the
same level of diffic.Ity. Sane teachers may want to
use authentic materials and "edit" them, seeding the
edited version where necessary to elicit or i -lude
some of the linguistic features to be tested.

--;rammar/Vocaly
to Be Sampled on
Test II

Fig. 5. Testing grid.*

Listening/ Reading/ W_iting
Writing Writing

Avoir and avoir expressLons X

Faire acrd faire exF:essiors

Interrogat;ve words and
expressions; word order X X

Regular -sr verbs X

-,r verbs with spelling changes

Ad_;,,-tLve acITeement and i--,:.ment X X

Neati% , use of de aft-: X

Possessive adjectives X

7.cabalary for :,dgin X X

;)ttectiptiv- adjectives X

Family voca ilary X X

Part Test I (Diot4e w;th IT 0.1,1estirt III (Room de-
scription)

IV (Partial
translation)

P,7)1nt values; 25 60

'Used t, oteatts, sample Unit Test II (French; in Appendix A
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Step E. Figure oet a scoring system that will assign points
where you want them to be assigned; that is, give some
points for accuracy, some for content, some for appro-
priate semantic choices, etc. Those features vou want
to stress should receive more total test points, and
those that you consider of lesser importance should
receive fewer points cn the total test instrument.

Remember to consider including some global or divergent-
production items on your test ur quiz ee well ar the more
discrete-point item types.

The steps outlile,3 above were followed to create the tests
included in Append: Y A. Teachin9 assistants were involved in
the preparation of each of the tests illustrated: in French,

two assistants prepared the unit test with limited supervision;
in Spaeish, one teaching asei3tant :eared the test herself,
follow..r; the ..ame type of models as the ones in this paper.

These ix :r are novice teacher- they have had very
little di:.iculty le-irning how to create contextualized test
items from the sample items given.

It is always a good idea to ',fie e native speaker check the
test you have created if you .-.re nor a native speaker yourself.
If possible, try your test o- a col:eague to see if there
are any extraneous sour es of difficulty or items that would not

rk well for some un,.nicirated reason.

Item Hanle

Once the teacher has successfully created several versions
of unit tests, quizzes, and semester exams fur a given set of
materials, it might be a good i" to begin an informal niteir.

hank." Subsequent tests can then be generated by choosing whole
items from the bank and combining them in a new way to create
new versions of the original test. This is being done very suc-
cessfully on a large scale in Ontario via the Ontario Assessment
Instrument Pool fur Prer,::1 as a Second Language (1980). The

first 100 items, usa:olf fur proficiency and/or achievement
testing purposes, have been field-tested and arc available a

packet to teachers for a nominal fee. A second set of 100 ,s

is being field-tested at this writing.
The test items in the bank are coded as to skill area3, type

of competence, and grammatical content and are cross-referenced
to a provincial curriculum guide devel,ed a few years previ-
ously. It is hoped that this same type of coordination among
proficiency guidelines, curriculum guides, and test items will
be achieved in the United States. The process has already begun
wish the ACTFL Stepladder Project mentioned earlier. When these
proficiency guidelines are in place, curriculum guides and test
item }--cs should follow.
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For teachers %).. ) would like to create t..."7"

Fopyuk (1980) suggests a model that may be 3f. model is
designed for second language proficiency test-;..y, there is
o reason why it cannot also serve the needs o L.? cl::ssroom
teacher for constructing achievement tests. Te:,e- s might want
to include the following information on a typic,i ,,em-bank
card:

. Unit test, quiz or semester exam or which the iz rn has
appeared

. Item format (i.e., skill area and aature of the task
involved)

. Grammatical, lexical, sociolinguistic, or cultural fea-
ture(s) tested

. The test item itself (i.e., the cloze passage, partial
translation, set of sentence cues, etc.)

. Item history (student performance data co:lected terms
iten 'ifficulty in past exams); numb,-.:r of times (dates) item
has been used previously

The possibilities for this ty of test generation become more
numerous as our technologica capacities increase in the future,
and ic may be that item banks will be st)rei via computers
accessIble to many classroom teachers in tho years to come.
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VI. asitAga,...f AND CONCLUSIONS

:he suggestions for ?-lievement testing presented in this

paper are offered as a iHin of departure for further discussion

as we search for viable ways to incorporate real language use

into our day-to-day measurement cf Language competence. In the

.timing years, field-testing of these and similar formats will

begin to yield validity and reliability data that will help us

refine our testing mat,erials. It clear that the profession

will havF to devote a good deal more time and creative energy to

the testing probl-m before we can make some significant changes

that will affect instruction on a wide scale.

A list of professional priorities (see Omaggio 1991) for

classroom testing should include:

national effort to develop opera,:ional definitions of pro-

ficiency in a foreign language, taking into account the

real-world limitations inherent in learning a foreign Lan-

guage outside of the target culture (this is being done at

this writing via the ACTFI, Steplader Project)

The onjanization of follow-up ccnferences and workshops to

devise model testing techniques that incorporate natural

communicative languao- into tests of specific course-related

goals, both linguist: and communicative

The planning of regional and local inservice trading work-

shops that would present these testing mooels t as large

number of classroom teacer--: as possible, and w,uld help

them develop measurement instruments to suit their mn sp,--

cific course materials

Establishment of 4it; .:rid reliability Baca via fie1O-

tecting

Development of item banks for widesprea' use

Recommendations for the development of univ rsity-IL

courses in foreign language testing methods an3 the inclu-

sion of such cour-es among the requirements for teach r cer-

tification
Recommendations for continuing -ese.trch r d'as relati:g o

the testing techniques developed in the second '_tem abcye

improve on the ideas as new knowledge is generated

Recommendations to textbook plblishers to include nodel :ar-

e, in Language tests with their packages of course materials

These recommendations parallel some of those made by Woodford

(1980) in his recently prblished "Plan for action" for foreign

language testinc. We cannot afford to continue to ignore the

problems we have in This domain. T1-± me, ns by which we evaluate

foreign language sk'lls will determine, to a large ext,_ 1, the

success of foreign 1,.nguage programs in the future. These orn-

cerns should form the very core of our professional priorities

in the 198us,
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APPENDIX A

Sample Unit Exams and Semester Exams

1. Spanisn 1U1 Unit. Exam

2. French lul Unit Exam

3. French 1U1 Final Exam
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37
SPANISH 1(71

UNIT TEST IL
CHAPTERS 1-5

LISTENLN CuMPREHE.2.SIoN

Name

Oral Comm,_ icat:

Dictatic:n. You will hear two sentences read three time
ich. The first time, just listen; the second time,
i write; the third time, listen for the complete messa7.,
1 make any necessary corrections. (7 points)

Paragraph Comprehension. Listen carefully to the fol
paragraph, which will be read twice only. Then ansl..r the
questions below in ENGLISH. (9 points)

1. What does Leonora want to lo, and why?

2. That ./L11 she do there?

3. What dons she plan to do soon?

C. .,2uestions/Answers. Write a complete and logical answer in
ENGLISH to the following questions. Write enough to indi-
cate that you understand the question. A simple "yes" or
"no" or the like will not be sufficient. Each question will
be read twice. (6 points)

II. GRAKMA-/TRANSLATION

Verbs/Vocabulary. Fill in the blanks with the appropriate
form of the given verb. Do not leave any answers blank as
points are allocated for both vocabulary and the verb
endings. (13.5 points)

Pedro and Leonora are enterihg the U of Is Study Abroad
Program in Chile. Here they answer a barrage of questions
from their parents.

1. cto begin; LI programa en dos semanas.
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2. (to hope) Yo aprender mucho.

3. (to understand) Tu
(uot .77omprender) zno?

. (to read)

5. (to exist)

6. to want)

Nosotros
el pars.

:uando espafiol,

los libros sob:e

Muchos problemas todavia.

Pedro y yo no estudiar
(not desear) todos los dfas.

B. Direct Object Pronouns

N,xt, Pedro and Leonora speak with a friend, who has a
questions. Answer the questions below, replacing all
direct objects with the appropriate direct object prohns.
(5 points)

Model: Do you have the plane tickets? Yes, we have '.tem.

1. triablan Uds. espafiol? Sf,

2. LCcmprenden Uds. las leyes del pars? br,

t. iyisitan Uds. la bi:.:liteca? Sf,

4. Leonora, 4practicas muchos deportes? Jr:

;.me Ilaman Uds. por tel6fono? Sf,

Cardinal Numbers.

final che.K for the departing ltudents, a bit of arith-
:nd dezt:.-7-ttion description. write out the following

(5 points)

1. 34 + = 87.

2. 100 streets and 1 neighborhoods

D. Partial T llation.*

Leonora's first_ letter home IL ._ayerly received and shows an
interesting schedule of activities. Fill in the blanks with

Spaniah equivalent of the words ir, parentheses. (30

points)

*See pp. 42-44 for alternate formats.
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padres:

aparcamf.nto esta en cerca del oc6ano.
(Cur) (a building)

..iomamos
(On Saturdays) (if the weather is good) (the third bus)

a la playa.

(have to study)

amigos pero yo siempre
(My) (fish)

fin de sernana, s
(This) (it cloudy)

un uoncierto.
(we are going to attend) id,y, 1e,:Ember 1st)

cenamos con otros amigos en un r,staara. = ,e esti en

del Hotel buenavista.
(the tenth floor) (On the 6th of January)

en Lugarbueno, porque alli muchas
(we have)

oportunidades interesantes.,

(See you soon)

L nota

E. Demonstrative Adjectives and Pronouns

Pedro :las some free time for travel and visits Leonora.
Here she gives him the grand tour. Write the form of the
appropriate demonstrative adjective or pr(!t, in each
blar0". (11.5 -,oints)

1. Las oficinas eatin en
y los apartaments estin en

(this one).

(those far away) esquinas

2. L turistas visitan (that) mueo, pero creo que

4.

(that one far away) es muy interesante.

Mochas veces cenamos en (this) hotel onro a vece
cenamos en (those).

(that) os estui.endol
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F. Translation.

Back home once again, Leonora and Pedro treat their friends
and families to slides and a detailed commentary. Translate
tae following into Spanish. Write out all numbers. (28

ants

From the church me must go by car six blocks to the post
Jffice.

At what :line do they opeh the stores? They must open -Lnem

It 4:30 P.M.

3. -:`.ere are 1 islands these lakes.

In the summer, everyone goes on vacat-cn.

COMMUNICATIO/COMPOSITION (15 pol:i ,)

Pedro and Leonora's experience has convinced you. You

decide to visit the heart of the Aisles for yourself. When

your p,:rents hear this, they want some informatIon, so you
must write a letter answering some of the questins they
have, such ar, the following:

On wha' day and date does the program begin?
. How are you goin' to get there?
. At what time will you arrive in ch'.ie?
. What will ycu do there?
. What do you have :o take along?
. When will you return?

Write a minlmum of 50 words in SPANISH, excluding proper nouns.
Remember, you will be evaluated on the variety of your vocabu-
lary and or: grammatical accuracy and, most important, on your
e_bility to convey a coherent message.

Quer.idos padres,

Con cariFo,

IV. CULTURE. To be given by the instructor.
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FRENCH 101-

UNIT TEST iI

INSTRUCTOR'S :SPY

Dictee with answers. Read each question t, ce, Student&
are to take down the questions as a dict.6.., and then go

back and answer them in complete sentences in French. (15

point.,: 3 points per question, 2 points per answer)

Prjferez-vous un bel rtement mcx2erne ou une petite

maison?

H. issayez-vous d'avoir tCA )ours raison?

C. :cites -vpus souvent la cuisine, ou mangez-vous au

restaurant?

Une interview. A reporter for Piiris Match is in'irviewing
an American exchange student in Paris. You are tran-

scribing the interview, but the reporter didn't tell you

hi; questions! For each statement that Eddie makes, write

ar appropriate question in the blank prol,ided. (25

points; 5 points each)

La chambre de Margot. Shown below is Margot's don ti7r:

room. Using the vocabulary you know, answer the questions
below the picture. (30 points; par:. I, 24 pain part II.
6 points)

Ore solution simple. Margot tt. Annick, sa camarade de

chambhP, dftestent leur apparhement. Un jour elles d6cid-

ent de chE-cher un autre logement. Compl6tez leur conver-
sation. La conversation en anglais est a cOte de la

conversation en frangais. (30 points)
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FRENCH 101
UNIT TEST II

I. Dictee with Answers.
are to take down the
back and answer them
points; 3 points per

A.

B.

C.

NOM

Read each question twice. Students
questions as a dictee, and then go
in complete sentences in French. (15

question, 2 points per answer)

II. Une interview. A reporter for Paris Match is interviewing
an American exchange student in Paris. You are tran-
scribing the interview, but the reporter didn't tell you
his questions! For each statement that Eddie makes, write
an appropriate question in the blank provided. (25

points; 5 points each)

A. Le journaliste:
Eddie: Parce que j'ai erivie d'etudier le frangais!

B. Le journaliste:
Eddie: J'ai vingt-quatre ans.

C. Le journaliste:
Eddie: Il y a quatre Americains dans ma classe ici.

D. Le journaliste:
Eddie: J'habite a Frederick, Maryland.

E. Le journaliste:
Eddie: Je rentre aux Etats-Unis le 12 avril.
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III. La chambre de Margot. Shown below is Margot's dormitory
room. Using the vocabulary you know, answer the questions
below the picture. (30 points)

A. Describe Margot's room by completing the sentence below.
Name eight objects in the room, and use a different adjec-
tive to describe each object. Choose the adjectives from
the following list: ancien, beau, grand, joli, petit,
noir, vert, vieux. Be sure to make the adjective agree
and to place it appropriately. (24 points)

Dans la chambre de Margot, it y a

et

B. Write two complete sentences in French telling what Margot
does NOT have in her room. (6 points)
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IV. Une solution simple. Margot et Annick, sa camarade de
chambre, d6t2stent leur appartement. Un jour elles
cident de chercher un autre logement. Compltez leur
conversation. La conversation en anglais est a cat de
la conversation en frangais. (30 points)

Annick: Je n'aime pas
appartement. La cuisine est
trop et . En plus,

c'est trop cher!

Margot: un appartement
a louer pres de l'universit?

Annick: Ah oui!
Je vais telephoner tout
de suite!

AU TELEPHONE

Annick: A118, Patrick? Est-
ce que est 1A?...0h, je
vois, elle . Est-ce que
nous pouvons voir appar-

tement dans la Rue Gervais cet
apres-midi? Nous trouver
un appartement...Eh,
bien, d'accord. A bient8t.

A,L'APPARTEMENT

Margot: C'est magnifique!
y a une , une
...tout!

Annick: de payer le
coyer maintenant?

Patrick: Non, pas mainte-
nant...Mon dieu! Les femmes

vite appartements!

Annick: de trouver un
logement comme ca.

Margot: Moi, j'aime surtout
le lave-vaisselle dans la
cuisine.
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I don't like omr apartment.
The kitchen is too small,
and there's no garden.
Besides, it too expensive!

Doesn't your aunt have an
apartment for rent near the
uni',ersity?

Ah yesP That's true! I'm

going to phone her right
away!

ON THE-PHONE

Hello, Patrick? Is your
mother there?...0h, I see.
She's doing errands. Can we

see her apartment on Gervais
Street this afternoon? We're
hoping to find a new apart-
ment...0K,,good. See you

soon.

AT THE APARTMENT

This is great! There are
three large bedrooms, a ter-
race, a pretty living room
...everything!

Do we need to pay the rent
now?

No, not now...My Gosh!
Women choose their apart-
ments fast!

We're lucky to find a place
like this.

I especially like the dish-
washer in the kitchen. I

hate to do the dishes!



FRENCH 101

SPRING, 1982
FINAL EXAM NOM:

I. Reading comprehension. Read the following passage and then
answer the questions on its content. (10 points)

Monsieur Dumontier est proprietaire d'un magasin oU l'on vend
des instruments de musique. Ses journees sont penibles (painful)
parce qu'il trouve insupportable (too much to bear) cette musique
moderne qu'il doit Scouter. Le soir quand it rentre a la.,paison,
it desire le silence. Mais c'est impossible: sa fille telephone
a ses amis; son fils joue du tarbour, des cymbales et de la
guitare electrique. Madame Dumontier joue du piano; le chien
(dog! aboie pour accompagner Les musiciens.

Enfin, Dieu merci, c'est l'heure d'aller au Lit. Monsieur
Dumontier, epuise, 's'endort (falls asleep) immediatement.
heures du matin, sa femme le reveille.

A deu

_Francois, leve-toi (get up)! Il y a des voleurs (thieves)
dans la maison!

--Ah non, Therese.
Comment le sais-tu (know)? demande -t -il.

- -Ne perds pas de temps A me poser des questions! Je te dis
(tell) qu'il y a des voleurs dans La maison. Its peuvent nous
tuer pendant que to poses tes questions ridicules. Tu as peur de
proteger to famille, peut-titre?

--Mais comment saistu qu'il y a des voleurs ici?
- -Je peux les entendre, repond-elle, furieuse.
--Ne sois pas bete, Therese. Les voleurs ne font pas de

bruit.

Quelques minutes plus tard, Mme Dumontier reveille de nouveau
son mari.

--Francois, leve-toi! Je suis sure qu'il y a des voleurs
dans la maison.

--Je viens de te dire que les voleurs ne font pas de bruit.
--C'est pourquoi je suis sure maintenant qu'ils sont dans la

maison: je n'entends rien!

A. Choose the phrase that correctly completes the sentence. (5pints)

1.. Monsieur Dumontier aime bien...
a) ecouter les instruments de musique.
b) se reposer dans un endroit tranquille.
c) la musique moderne.
d) les journees penibles au magasin.

2. Il n'y a pas de silence chez M. Dumontier parce que
(qu')...

a) on fils joue du piano.
b) sa fille aboie.
c) it y a beaucoup de bruit.
d) sa femme parle continuellement.
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3. Pendant la nuit M. Dumontier...
a) Sort come un bele.
b) est reveille par sa femme.
c) entend des voleurs.
d) ecoute encore de la musique.

4. Madame Dumontier a peur...
a) des voleurs.
b) de son mari.
c) des questions bates.
d) de sa famille.

5. A la fin de l'histoire, elle pence qu'il y a des voleurs
parce que

a) ils vont la tuer.
b) son mari a peur.
c) ils font du bruit.
d) ils ne font pas de bruit.38

B. Go back to the words that are underlined in the story and,
judging from the context, choose the best English equivalent
for each one from the choices below. (5 points)

1. proprietaire
a) janitor
b) owner
c) customer
d) realtor

2. aboie
a) yawns
b) barks
c) playi dead
d) falls asleep

3. epuise
a) happy
b) quiet
c) exhausted
d) angry

4. reveille
a) wakes up
b) reveal,

talks with
d) hits

5. tuer
a) call
b) find
c) protect
d) kill

II. Une boulangerie a Rouen. M. et Mme Duval ont une belle

petite boulangerie a Rouen. Mme Duval parle de leur vie.

Completez le passage avec des articles. (1C points)

Si vous venez a notre boulangerie, vcus pouvez acheter
pain, gateux, tartes, eclairs, et beaucoup

bonnes choses. Nous n'avons pas employe, alors

nous faisons patisseries nous-memes (ourselves). On n'a

pas assez argent maintenant, mais on a optimisme et

courage.
Nous quittons notre lit a 4 heures du matin, pour commencer

travail. Il est necessaire de faire croissants et

baguettes pour premiers clients. Si on a faim, on

prend croissant avec beurre et un peu cafe.
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Bien sar, nous avons nos patisseries prairdes. Mon mari
adore eclairs au chocolat, mais moi, j'aime mieux
tarte aux fraises. Nous avons chance d'avoir une boulan-
gerie, n'est-ce pas?

un le de
une la d'

les du
de la

de 1'

des

III. Compldtez le passage suivant avec les verbes encadree.
Utilisez cheque verbe une fois seulement. (17 points)

Le week-end

Quanci la semaine , le week-end commence,
n'est-ce pas? Georges, un dtudiant typique, a tou-
jours quelque chose d'int4ressaut a faire. Le ven-
dredi, apr48 son dernier cours, it a son
appartement et 5 cinq heures et demie, it le
diner...mais au restaurant, bien surf Les 4tu-
diants comme Georges ne jamais le week-end
parce qu'ils d'habitude, avec leurs amis.

Qu'est-ce que vous le week-end? Quand
nous rester a l'appartement pour studier nous

une grande partie du week -end!! Puisque
(since) vous de passer beaucoup d'examens,
maintenant it est nlcessaire de vous amuser!

Quand vos parents vous le samedi soir et
personne ne au t1l4phone, est-ce qu'ils
inquiets (worried)? Dites-leur qu'ils vous
gcrire des lettres et que vous allez r4pondre bien-
tat!

dormir
finir
prendre
rentrer
sortir

venir
faire
perdre
devoir

pouvoir
appeler
devenir
rdPondre

J'aime beaucoup le week-end. Je toujours dire
a lire un bon roman. Et toi,
tes oopains? Ne pas!

-tu sortir avec vouloir
mentir
tenir

Je ne vais pas le
a tes parents!

IV. Incomplete translation. Fill in the blanks with the French
equivalents of the English translation. (19 points; 1 point
each, except where indicated)

P.: Salut, Marie. Ca va? P.: Hi, Mary. How are you?
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M.: Salut, Pierre. Oui, ca
va, merci.

P.: Georges et toi, qu'est-ce
qtxe vous faites ce week-
end?

M.: Demain, je et Georges
va a Chicago pour acheter

. (2)

P.: Vous ? (2)

M.: Non, elle est trop

P.: Felicitations.
cinema pour fAter ca.

au

M.: Ah, merci, mais ce n'est
pas possible. Ce
nous avons des invites
chez nous. amis,
Natalie et Marc, viennent
et ils amenent
enfants. Et it y a aussi

cousine Bette et
ami Louis et

petite amie. Est-ce que
to venir? vers
7 heures. Mais je to
previens, Georges et moi,
nous et les
invites

P.:

M.:

M.: Hi, Pierre. I'm fine,

thanks.

P.: You and George, what are
you doing this weekend?

M.: Tomorrow I'm doing the
housework and George is
going to Chicago to buy a
pretty new red car.

P.: You don't have your big
American car any more?

M.: No, it's too old.

P.: Congratulations. Let's
go to the movies to
celebrate.

M.: Oh, thanks, but that's
not possible. This
evening we're having a
party at our house. Our
friends, Natalie and Mark,
are coming and they're
bringing their children.
And then there's my
cousin Betty and your

youis and his girl
frien. Do you feel like
comingi (avoir expres-
sion) Get there around
7 o'clock. But I'm warn-
ing you, George and I do
the cooking and the
guests do the dishes.

Oh, okay. lint already

hungry. Can I bring
something?

Oh yes. We have nothing
to drink. You always
need wine when you have
guests.

Bon, d'accord. P.:

Je peux apporter
quelque chose?

Ah, oui. Nous M.:
A boire. On de vin
quand on a des invites.

V. Un mois d'ete de Jean-Michel. Decrivez les activites pour
le mois de juin de Jean-MI..1m1. Dites (1) la date (mention-
nez le jour de la semaine et ecrivez la date); (2) l'heure
(use unofficial time, i.e., 2 p.m. and not 14 hours);
(3) l'activite. Suivez le modele en anglais, mais vous
devez ecrire en francais, bien sari (10 points)
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JUIN

Diner avec

Marc 17h00

Cintma

19h45

7 8 9 10

Travailler

a McDonalds

13h15

11 12 13

14

Jouer au

tennis avec

hlbert 9h30

15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25

Partir par

le train

pour Chicago

12h10

26 27

MODiLE: (To be given in French) Thursday, June tenth at one-fifteen p.m., Jean-Michel is going to

work at McDonald's, (Give this information in French for answer to 1, below.)

1.

2.

3.

.=s1...m011illpm.11.mmmoi.

4.

5.



VI. Questions personnelles. Choisissez huit (6) questions et
r6pondez a ces questions avec deux ou troi.s phrases com-
pletes. (24 points)

A. oa habitez-vous a 1'universit0 D6crivez votre chambre
universitaire.

H. Qu'est-ce que vous 6tudiez a 1'universit0 Combien de
cours avez-vous? Quels sont les jours ou vous all.ez a ces
cours et a qualle heure allez-vous en oours?

C. Comment trouvez-vous la vie universitaire?

D. Quel est votre repas prefer et qu'est-ce que vous mangez
et buvez a ce repas?

E. Qu'est-ce que vous faites quand vous etes libre (free)? 00 )

allez-vous quand vous sortez, avec qui, et quand
revenez-vous?

F. Qu'est-ce qu'on doit faire pour r6Ussir a 1'universit6?

G. A votre avis, qu'est-ce qu'un professeur dolt faire pour
etre un bon professeur?

H. De'crivez une semaine typique devant la t416vision. A

quelle heure allumez-vous (turn on) la telervision? Quelle
sont vos emissions pr6f6r6es?

I. Si vous ne regardez jamais la television, dites pourquoi.

J. A qui 6crivez-vous des lettres? Combien de lettres
6crivez-vous par f.emaine? Qu'est-ce que vous dites dans
vos lettres? Si vous n'e'crivez pas, dites pourquoi et ce
que vous faites.

K. Qu'est-ce que vous liseZ pour le plaisir (fun) ou pour
apprendre les nouvelles Ou jour? Oa lisez-vous et quand?

VII. Une lettre. Lisez le passage suivant. I1 y a beaucoup de
noms re'pele's. Ces noms sont soulign6S (underlined).
Remplarez les noms soulign6S par des pronoms, et eCrivez le
passage une seconde fois (time). (7 points)

Monique 4Crit une lettre a sa famille. Elle 6crit la
lettre dans sa chambre A la cite universitaire. Sa chambre est
tres jolie et tranquille. Elle trouve sa chambre tres sym-
pathique.
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Dans sa chambre, it y a beaucoup de jolies affiches. Elle
adore ces affiches parce qu'eiles rendent la chambre intime.
Elle a une affiche avec une photo de John Travolta. She
regarde John Travolta chaque soir avant de se coucher (to go to
bed). Elle' adore le film "Urban Cowboy." Elle va voir ce film
avec deS amis mardi soir.

Dans sa lettre, Konique ne parle pas de ses cours. Elle ne
discute pas ses cours parce qu'elle a trop de travail. C'est la
fin du semestre, et elle vent oublier (forget) ses cours.

Maintenant, ecrivez le paragraphe encore une lois, et utilisez
des pronoms au lieu des noms soulignes.

Monique ecrit une lettre a sa famille.
Sa chambre est tres jolie et tranquille.

Dans sa chambre, it y a beaucoup de jolies aftiches.
. Elle a une affiche avec une photo de John

. Elle adore le film "Urban Cow-Travolta.
boy."

Dans sa lettre, Monique ne parle pas de ses cours.
. C'est la fin du semestre,

VIII. Composition. Choisissez un (1) sujet de composition
seulement. Ecrivez un minimum de douze (12) phrases.
(10 points)

A. Ecrivez une lettre a un(e) ami(e). s votre lettre vous
pouvez parler de cett.e semaine et ce que vous venez de
faire, de vos ..mpressions de universitaire, et de vos
projets pour lts vacances d'ete.

Expressions utiles A employer: venir de, aimer, detester,
preferer, esperer, essayer, reussi.r 1, a?prendre. passer un
examen, aller + int.

S. Decrivez votre famille et la maison oa elle habite. Vous
pouvez decrire les membres de votre famille et ce qu'ils
font a la maiscn. Decrivez la maisdn: combien de pieces y
a-t-il, quelies sont ces pieces, quelles sont vos pieces
preferees et pourquoi?

Expressions utiles: les expressions avec faire, manger,
lire, regarder, scouter, jouer a, jouer de, dormir.
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IX. Comprehension culturelle. Read the following dialogues in
which there has been a misunderstanding due to some cultural
factors that the people involved do not understand. Then
choose the best explanation of the misunderstanding, using
your own knowledge of the French way of life. (3 points)

SITUATION A. Deux Americains etudient a la bibliothaque a Paris.

John: Bonjour les Frangaises. Je m'appelle John Ward et voici
mon cariarade Paul Brett. Comment vous appelez-vous?

Marie- Bonjour. Voici Fabienne Britton, et moi, je m'appelle
Eve: Marie-Eve boulard.

Paul: Enchante, Fabienne et Marie-Eve. Fabienne veux-tu me
passer ce livre-la s'il to plait....Merci. Es-tu etud-
'ante a la Sorbonne?

Fabienne: Non....Marie-Eve, on y va?

(Les deux jeunes filles partent.)

John: What happened? They sure didn't want to talk to us!

Paul: No....They weren't very friendly...perhaps French girls
are just like that.

Why did the girls leave?
1) French qirls don't like American men.
2) The Americans were too informal with them.
3) They.had to rush off to class.
4) They were finished studying.

SITUATION B. Au restaurant universitaire, un Americain prend le
petit dejeuner avec un Francais.

Greg: Bonjour Pierre, az-tu faim?

Pierre: Ah oui! Je vais prendre un croissant, un pain au cho-
cclat, et du cafe. Qu'est-ce que to prends?

Greg: Je vais commander deux oeufs au plat/ Nu jambon, du jus
d'orange et du cafe.

(Le serveur apporte le menu. Its le regardent.)

Greg: Quoi! Je ne comprends pas! OU sont les oeufs, le jam-
bon, et le jus d'orange? Quel restaurant!

(Pierre rigole.)
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Why didn't Greg find what he wanted on the menu?
1) It was a cheap restaurant.
2) He couldn't read French very well.
3) The typical French breakfast is light.

SITUATION C. Kathy et Julie cherchent la proprielaire d'un
appartiment mais elles ne peuvent pas la trouver.
Elles .c au kiosque au coin de la rue.

Julie: Pardon Monsieur. Est-ce que vous savez ou habiteMadame Debroie?

Mor.sieur: Pourquoi est-ce que vous la cherchez?

Kathy: Nous voulons louer un de ses appartements.

Monsieur: D'acuord....Elle hahita au troisieme etage, dans le
grand batimenL la-bas.

MJulie: Merci.

(Elles partent mis elles ne la trouvent pas. Elles retournentau kiosque.)

Kathy: Monsieur, elle n'habite pas au troisieme tage!

Monsieur: icoutez! C'est une de mes meilleures amies et je
sais oil elle habite!!

Why couldn't the girls find the woman?
1) The man wanted to trick them.
2) They went to the wrong building.
3) The girls didn't understand French very well.
4) The third floor in France is the 4th floor in the U.S.39
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1. A denign for moneuring and communicating foreign langurigo
proficiency. ACM', U.S. Department of Education Grant
OGO0 0103203. For more information, write to David Hiplo,
Project Director, ACTYL, 579 Broadway, Haatings-on-lludnon,
NY 1070n.

2. For a discussion of the perceived need among lanyuago
teachers for a common atandard of measurement, soo Regina
H. Paul, Needed Stepladders of foraign languaya learning,
Foreign Languallo Annals 14 (December 1901), pp. 379-04.

1. The proficiency definitions referred to hero correspond to
the 0-5 rating. of the ILR scale, which was derived from
the FBI definition. and updated in 1902 by government
novIols participating in the Interagency Language Round-
table. Thoao definitions aro part of the ACTFL /KTS
Htspladdar Project (Inscribed earlier. See footnote (1) and
Appendix B.

4. The term "absolute" proficiency implies that the range of
language skills Wing tested is not limited to specific
curricula, couillas of .turfy, or amount of time spent in
learning the language, but rather represents the candi-
data'. "general" proficiency in the language at a given
point in Limo, as compared with the "educated native
speaker" as an absolute standard.

5. William R. Stager, Creating contexts for language practice,
in Develoklng communication skill. (Rowley, MA, Newbury
Hocen, 1970), pp. 74-75.

6. Adapted from Rebecca M. Valetta, Modern languagl testlaa,
2nd ed. (New Yorks Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 19/7).

1. Exampla provided by Elaine Burman, taao.ing assistant, Uni-
voraityof Illinois; at Urbana - Champaign.

0. ketch and text adapted from George Winkler at al., Unser.
Freunde (New Yorks Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1970),_ -
p. 199, by Sylvaine Mello, teaching assistant, University
of Illinois ar. Urbana-Champaign.
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9. Patricia Boylan.

10. Adapted from Gilbert A. Jarvis of al., Conniitro of u
connaitre (New York: Holt, Rinehart end Wineton, 197h).

11. Jean-NoV1 Rey and O. V. Uantoni, wand los frangais perlent
(Rowley, MA: Newbury House, 1975), p. 37. Reprinted by

permission.

12. Patricia Boylan.

13. Ontario Assessment Instrument Pool/French as a second lan-
guage: Junior and intermediate divisions (grades b and 10).

(Toronto: Ministry of Education, Ontario, 19U0), Item
No. 13019. Reprinted by permission.

14. Ibid., Item No. 11014.02. Reprinted by permission.

15. Franyoise Howard, Testing communicative performance in
French as a second language, Canadian Modern Language
Review 3L (January 1940), P. 277.

16. Ontario Assessment Instrument Pool, Item No. 33031, Re-

printed by pormiesion.

17. This does not necessarily have to be the case, however.
Ono can test cohesive elements of discourse, such au pro-
nouns, adverbial connectors, etc. in such a way that deci-
sion* require crosoing sentence boundaries.

18. Example provided by Jeri Guthrie, teaching assistant, Hui-
vexaity of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

19. John inlet, Uiscrete-point tests vs. teats of integrative
skillet 4n Focus on the learner: lagamatic perspectives for
the lanaag,e teacher (Rowley, MA: Newbury House, 1973),

p. 191.

20. Adapted from Judith Muyskena, Alice Umaggio et al., Rendez-
vous (Now York: Random House, 1982), pp. 428-29.

21. Paragraph taken from Lucien F. Baker et al., Collage:
Varidtis culturelles (Now York: Random Houee, 1981),

p. 67. Reprinted by permlanion.

22. Ontario Assessment Instrument Pool, Item No. 310bH. Re-

printed by permission.

21. Ibid., Item No. 32000.03. Reprinted by permission.



24. Josephine D'Alle42 and Annamaria Bee, Incontri culturali
(Skokie, IL: National Textbook Co., 1977), P. 32. Re-
printed by permission.

25. Adapted from Boylan.

26. Judith Muyskens, Alice Omaggio et al., Rendez -vuus, p. 301.

27. Adapted from Boylan.

28. Sketch and text adapted from George Winkler et al., Unsere
Freunde (Now York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1978),
p. 197, by Sylvaine Melia, teaching assistant, University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Sketch revised by Sonia
Kundort, Center for Applied Linguistics.

29. Adapted from Muyskens, omaggio et al., Rendez-vous, Work-
book, p. 131.

30. Muyskens, Omaggio et al., p. 284.

31. Adapted from Muyskens, Omaggio et al., p. 91.

32. Francois° Howard, Teatira communicative performance, p. 279.

33. Muyskene, Omaggio et al., p. 354.

34. For sample items, see Albert. Valdman, Testing communicative
ability at the university level, ADFL Bulletin 13 (November
1981).

35. Adapted from ThSOse Lenin and Diane Birckbichler, Real com-
munication through conversation and interview cards, Modern
Langunao Journal 59 (January/February 1975),'pp. 22-25.

36. See Kramsch (1981) for an extensive list of these and other
discourse expressions in French and German.

37. Test created by Sue Siltman, graduate teaching assistant,
Department of Spanish, Italian, and Portuguese, University
of Illinois at. Urbana-Champaign.

38. Story reprinted and questions in Part A adapted from June K.
Phillips, Petitea contes lympathiques (Skokie, IL: National
Textbook Co., 1979), pp. 38-40. Reprinted by 'permission.

39. Adapted from Arley W. Lovno, Rencontres culturelles
(Skokie, IL: National Textbook Co., 1977).

40. From Juditt, :t-Gasparro, ETS oral proficiency teatiu
manual (Pri!

, NJ: Educational Testing Service, 1902).
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